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NEW MEXICO .3

RECORD

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1918

SUBSCRIPTION $1.50

ENTIRE REPUBLICAN STATE

PoKshing and

tudih?

NUMBER 214
SANTA FE COUNTY ELECTS
FULL REPUBLICAN TICKET

Shells For French ArfSlarisb

The following positions are open
Complete election returns' from
Santa Fe county show the election for the Navy, but only for men whe
are
of the entire Republican county
registered and classified. Apticket, and maiorities fdr every man plicants are requested to apply at
the Mobilization Station. Oklahoma
on the Republican state ticket.
Benjamin F. Pankey leads his 'City, Oklahoma, El Piso, Texas, or
ticket here with a plurality of "64 Dallas, Texaas, where they will be
over his opponent for lieutenant given the physical and professional
governor, according to figures com- examination and requests for their
piled at the Republican headquarters 'induction forwarded to Washington,
for all of the 25 precincts in the All inductions will be made through
county. J. H. Wagner has a plurali- Local Boards, in the rating of Ap
ty of 671, and Edward G. Sargent of prentice seaman.
651. Herbert F. Raynolds exceeded
Positions Now Open
Richard H. Hanna for supreme justice by y9, and J. M. Luna has a Pay Officer Material School.
Naval Re

IS ABOUT TWO THIRDS REPUBLICAN IN STATE ELECTION
LARRAZOLO

MAKES

SPLENDID

WAGNER OUTSTRIP'TICKET;
LEAD

RACE;

PROVES

GOOD

REPUBLICAN

POPULAR

serve. Deck Officers.
Naval Reserve, Engineer Officers,
District Officer Material School
Machinist Mate Submarine.
Machinist Mates (Aviation).
Quartermasters (Aviation).
Coppersmiths (Aviation).
Carpenters Mates (Aviation).
Blacksmith (Aviation).
Shipfitter (Aviation).
Holloman
605
Machinist Mate Optical.
Instrument Repair Men.
Faircloth
Camera Repair Men.
R. L. Baca
485
Coppersmtih (General).
593
Clancy
Machinist Mates (General).
564
Closson
Blacksmith (General).
539
Carpenters Mates (General).
Jose Ortiz y Pino
Boilermakers.
534
Quintana
Hospital Apprentices.
Alfredo Lucero
505
AH other men wishing! to Join the
Geo. Armijo
504
Navy must apply through their local
441
Epimenio Romero
board, who will be required to furnish drafts for the Navy in the near
M. A. Ortiz
386
future. Any registrant who is in
Jacobo Montoya
469
a deferred classification may be Inn
698
Adeline
ducted in any branch of the Navy
N. Howard Thorp
527
by applying at any of the above
stations, for Individual Induction.
Registrants of Class I previous to
THE TAXES FOR ltll
September 12th 1918, cannot be inAMOUNT TO NEARLY $7,M,eM ducted in the Navy. Any Naw Ex- Service man with honorable discharge
County tax levies approved by the may oe inauctea in tne Navy. Apstate tax commission will yield
plicants arerequested to write for
this year, including school further information or aooear in
Total
district levies.
tax returns from person (at their own expense) at one
all sources will exceed last years of the above stations for examinatotal by 13 per cent. They amount tion.
to $6964,546.70 as against $6,156.278 62
in 1917. the gain in revenue beinn MRS. WARREN TO LEAD THE
$808,268.08.
VICTORY BOYS AND GIRLS
Tax levies for school purposes wll
exceed last years total by $300,000,
Mrs. Adelina Otero Warren, counand will yield $2,412,277.63.
County road taxes will gain $80,- - ty superintendent has received from
000 this year, making $707,689.29. New.York headquarters the appointvice chairman for the Victory
whch sum for state road purposes ment as
will be doubled by the addition of boys and Victory girls of the archdiocese
of Santa Fe. The young
state aid and federal aid funds.
The county tax levies for all re- people included in this branch of the
war work of the Catholic church will
maining purposes are approximately
the same as in 1917. being $1,030,029.-4- 3 pledge themselves to earn money by
County and school district taxes their own efforts and contribute it
will amount to $4,14999C35 this year. to the united war service fund.
Messrs. Carlysle and Gibson, disThe state tax as estimated by Rupert
F. Asplund, director of the New trict organizer and director, respecMexico taxpayers association will tively, addressed a meeting attended
E. J. Roth superintendent of the
yield $1,99500000 and municipal taxes by
will make $469,550.35. The litter show schools. Scout Master Lee S. Miller,
Rev. Trowbridge, Rev. J. W. Ham-bli- n,
an increase this year of $130,000.
I.e Guillon, and teachSpecial taxes such as cattle sani- ers Father Bernice
Bowman, Helen
including
tary,' and live stock indemnity, will Winter,
Mrs. Melvin Dunlavy, T. P
reach $350,000, according to Mr. AspMcCollister, Clara Boeke, and Mrs
lund, giving the total above.
George H. Van Stone who has charge
of the Girl Scouts for the county,
CAMPAIGN FOR WAR SOCIFelipe Quintana, Lucy Knight, and
ETIES WELL UNDER WAY Joe Silva will assist in the organization.
With the influenza quarantine beBoys and girls under 18 are elirf- ing raised in nearly all communi- ble to join and the motto of the
ties, the way is being cleared for organization is, one boy or girl be
many mass meetings and public gath- hind each soldier in the army.
erings planned in connection with
the United War Work Campaign SANTA FE WILL FIGHT THE
which will be staged Nov. 11 to 18,
INFLUENZA
IN EARNEST
Preparations for the campaign are
now well under way. Among the
nationally known speakers who will An aid committee headed bv Dr.
take the field in the interest of the James Rolls has taken up the fight
drive will be Governor Arthur Cap- against hpamsh influenza and resultwhich has already
per of Kansas. Governor Walter ant pneumonia
Edge of New Jersey, Mrs. August claimed 100 victims in this city.
Volunteer nurses are called upon
Belmont, Mrs. Josephus Daniels, wife
of the Secretary of the Navy, Irvin to report to Mrs. Grace Ormsbee,
number 332-Pneumonia
S. Cobb the noted author, Dr. John phone
President of Princeton, jackets and other hospital aide, will
Hibben,
Burton rTolms. the noted lecturer be supplied to those requiring them
and traveler. Judge Alton B. Parker through Mrs. Woodruff, phone 171-Food will be delivered to anv
of New York, Commander Evangeline Booth of the Salvation Army, address
through the department
headed by Mrs. Paul A. F. Walter,
Oscar S. Strauss. Mrs. Margaret
M
the well known writer, Sher- whose phone number is 160-wood Eddy, Francis B. Sayre, the eggs, milk, broth, jellies and other
Dean Shailer foods are necessary in some cases,
President's
Mathews. Jnrtpe Ben Lindsey, and and will be supplied free through
the efforts of the community. Mrs.
scores of others.
The greatest spirit of harmony and T. Z. Winter has charpe of the food
unity is being manifested in prena-ratio- n distribut'on and Mrs. Walter of
for the drive proper. A fifty
People are urced to segregate
of the
per cent oversubscription
or'ginal sum og $170,500,000 is beim use of as it is verv contagious. Thr
veils or chiffon masks to
asked on account of the pror.nerts
over the faces of everyone, in
for peace which will increase the
order
to
filter the air that is breathwork of the war work agencies, such
as the Y. M. C. A.. Knights of Colum- ed is recommended and urged.
bus, Salvation Army, Y. W. C. A.
War Camp Community Service, the STATE DOES WELL IN ITS
Jewish Welfare Board and
SALVATION ARMY SUPPORT

AND

lead of 329.
Manuel Martinez won Santa Fe
county by 541, and Field, Stronir, and
Askren polled pluralities of 559. 560
and 501 respectively.
The Republican county ticket in
Santa Fe county surpassed their opponents in every case. Following
are the pluralities:

FALL AND HERNANDEZ

THEIR OPPONENTS BY

COUNTY ELECTS SOLID

PANKEY

FOR

PLURALITIES;
SLATE;

DISTRICT

HOL-LOMA-

N

JUDGE;

ELECTION OF FALL MAKES UNITED STATES SENATE
REPUBLICAN

Practically complete election returns from all
over the state indicate a sure and sweeping victory
for every candidate on the Republican ticket. O.
A. Larrazolo for governor, is well, up on the list
in the size of his pluralities over Felix Garcia.
Benjamin F. Pankey of Santa Fe county for
lieutenant governor appears to be high man on
the ticket.
Jonathan H. Wagner for state superintendent
of public instruction, is a close second.
Fall for senator, Hernandez for congress, and
T.arrazolo for governor will win by pluralities
ranging between 1500 and 2000 votes each.
A careful compilation of all returns received
from all available sources, up to Friday afternoon
with conservative allowances for missing precincts give the following total pluralities to the
Republican candidates on the state ticket.
The revision and official count will increase the
Republican pluralities in almost every instance,
as the missing precincts are nearly all in Republican counties.
REPUBLICAN MAJORITIES
PANKEY, Lieutenant Governor,
2417
WAGNER, Superintendent Public Instruction 2342
SARGENT, State Auditor
2017
FIELD, Commissioner Public Lands
1826
ASKREN, Attorney General
1712
LARRAZOLO, Governor
FALL, U. S. Senator

1704

HERNANDEZ, Congressman
STRONG, State Treasurer
MARTINEZ, Secretary of State
LUNA, Corporation Commissioner
RAYNOLDS, Justice Supreme Court

1567

BANKS OF NEW MEXICO ARE
SHOWN TO BE PROSPEROUS

State banks according to a report
issued by Bank Examiner George
H.
Van Stone have $1,229 57046 in stocks
bonds and other securities, and national banks in New Mexico
and in U. S. bonds and premiums $4,061329.66.- - State banks asset, are shown to be on that date
$19.624 553 26, and national bank as$1,027,-W3.6-

6,

sets, $36,316251.47.
State banks show deposits and
amounts due banks of $14,180,61389
and national banks $25,604,449.16, making the total on deposit in New Mexico almost $40,000,000.
WHEAT

SITUATION MAY
CHANCE VERY SOON

Albuquerque, Nov. 7. "Interallied
food council in London is discussing the possibility of diminishing
the percentage of substitutes used
in wheat bread by January first",
officials of the Federal Food Administration for New Mexico announced this morning.
This would apply to all allied
countries and be brought about by
the change in the military situation. The Austrian armistice will
no doubt result in greater safety to
hipping in the Mediterranean Sea
and increase the accessibility
to
Ir.dian and Australian wheat supif
even
does
not quit
plies,
Germany
war.
"This should make sufficient wheat
for these countries available during
the winter to reduci the amount of
aubstitutes in bread of allied countries and allow substitutes now being imported from America by thr
allies to be used for dairy feeds of
which there is great shortage. The
tame situation in feeds exists in the
United States. This would also be
indirectly relieved by relaxing the
ate of substitutes in bread. The altered war situation would thus en

1675

v

1485
1254

Shells made by women munition workers are polished and marked. The Germans mark shells with green,
yellow and purp.e srotaes to show the gunners the kind of gia they contain. TUe type of shell used ie deter-lineby the desire of the artillerist. High explosives are tar demolishing entagleroenta and deatroy'ng tren-eke-a
and fortlfl cations. Bhrapne4 are used against lnfan try and air plane. Bach shell must bear
a mark
i' nature. When the women have done their day's work Uey v.e!t the "Blue Triangle Hut" for recreation and entertainment.
d

able us to secure better adjustment
between human and animal food.
"The chaflL' in th
ar
however, does not alter the totals
ot tooa demands upon the United
States, but will increase our load.
There will, therefore, be increased
demands for rnnnmv
IV must
now participate in preservation of
me newiy ..Derated nations in Austria
from starvation. It is
that whiff trim utfs9t mawanticipated
kn mAA
from the United States, the largest
part ot our exports to that quarter
will be corn, rye, barley, and fats.
Austrian merchant shipping must be
placed in service before exports can
be started to them'.
A new conservation program, is
now being worked out and is expected to be announced in the near
future. '

LEAGUE NOW
lies was given general credence in mothers of the boys who have gone
A DRY WORLD Santa Fe. Whistles were blown and over there w!ll not do their share.
a procession headed by employees We are afraid that the indifferent
On the 19th, 20th and 21st of No- from the Capitol paraded the streets. ones who have not put any blood into
vember, at a conference called for A band of Santa Fe musicians was it will be slackers. Put in your LibColumbus Ohio, the
hastily gathered and rode in a truck. erty Bond where the boys put in
to Decorated autos. and a long column their blood.
League of America proposes
Yours for 50 per cent, over the top,
launch the movement for world pro- of citizens including men and women
Col. R. E. Twitchell. State Chairhibition.
boys and girls marched about until
One of the greatest developments one o'clock, waving flags and shout- man, United War Work Campaign.
S. J. Brient. State Director, United
in this war is the realization
on ing.
W-i- r
Work Campaign.
the part of the people of the civilizThough informed that the rumor was
Geo. A. Kaseman,
National War
ed world that "no nation liveth probably not correct the celebration
Work Council of the Y. M. C. A.
unto itself". The countries of the continued.
Mrs. F. W. Parker, National War
world are being brought together
Work Council of the Y. W. C. A.
as never before, politically, economicPATSPLENDID
THE
TO
Edward P. Davies, National Cathally, morally and spiritually. Reform
RIOTS OF NEW MEXICO olic War Council (K. of C.)
movements which are to contribute
Col Alfred Grunsfeld, Jewish Welto the highest civilization can no
fare Board.
longer be limited by national boundAlbuquerqtie New Mexico.
E. T. Chase, War .Camp Community
November I. 10' 8
They must catch the
ary lines.
Our Government and the War De- Service.
missionary spirit of the age. The
Miss Evlyn Shuler, American Li- suppression of great evils cannot be partment are sending us a special
longer confined to a signle nation message at this time to which we ' braryr Association.
ac
.:
t :
or a single continent. Civilization want you to give careful attention :
itself is not safe so longi as one
1 he United war Work drive and STATE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
or more great nations harbor evils the organizations cooperating, fixed
which other countries have outlaw- their budgets for tills campaign near- DRAFT QUOTA OF SANTA FE
COUNTY IS 75 IF CALLED
ed.
For these reasons, which are ly six months ago. Since then the
now
the great work number of men over seas has so Tn
the
draft of over 2000 men callwhich the
League has increased that, rather than have to
been doing cannot be finally suc- come to the American people for ed to go to Camp Cody during the
cessful until the liquor traffis is more funds before the year is over, five days beginning November 19,
driven not only from Americaa but the President and the War Depart- Santa Fe county has been apportion75 men. There is talk from Washfrom the World.
ment, as well as the cooperating or- ed
This sums up in general terms the ganizations are asking for an over ington of cancelling ell draft calls,
reasons for the worldwide program subscription in the present campaign however.
n
of the
The Government
League. If that of 50 per cent.
program is to be carried through, does not believe that this ought to SATURDAY IS PROCLAIMED
GAS MASK DAY BY LINDSEY
the friends of ihis movement must be put in the nature of an addirally the prohibition forces of Ameri- tional appeal, but rather the matter
November 10 is proclaimSaturday
ca and must exert themselves as of a joyous, over-floof patriotism
never before. Now is the psycholofrom liberty-lovin- g
American people. ed a special day in New Mexico for
the collection of fruit pits and nuts
gical time to strike if the interna- Never before has the world witness- and
nut shells useful in the manufactional movement against the liquor ed such a spectacle of Jew, Gentile.
ture of the best type of gas masks
traffic is to bring the largest and Proeestant, Catholic and
for
our
soldiers. Shipments of the
speediest results in proportion to
bending alt efforts toward a comefforts and expenditures of the funds mon end for the boys over there who materials ere to go to the Red Cross.
of prohibition.
are sacrificing their all for the cause SEVERAL COUNTY LEVIES
of Democracy. The Government has
CUT BY TAX COMMISSION
recognized and approved the slogan
SANTA FE CELEBRATES ON
"Back
Bond"
and
with
a
Counties in the state which have
your Boy
STRENGTH OF WAR RUMOR
urges that this over subscription be exceeded their levies of 1917 by over
At II o'clock Thursday the false Made not less than 50 per cent, of 5 per cent as allowed by law were
announcement that Germany had ac- the original quote.
cut back by the tax comraissiea at
ceded to the peace terms of the al- - We are not afraid the fathers and its meeting recently adjourned.
ANTI-SALOO- N

PROPOSES

.

Anti-Salo-

t

YOUR AUTO LICENSE FOR
lilt NOW AWAITS YOU
The secretary of state has received
automobile license tags for
The license tags will be in
black letters and numbers on a white
ground, and will be of the same
style as are now in use in the state.
Louis C Ilfeld of Las Vegas will
receive license No. I, as he has for
the last six years, ever since the
law requiring licenses for motor cars
went into effect. About 30 applications for 1919 automobile licenses
are on file.
15,000
1919.

CENTRAL ARRANGES A BIG
COAL HAULING CONTRACT
The New Mexico Central will haul
from 1000 to 3000 tons of coal a day
more than in the past according to
a contract with the Santa Fe recently announced by President S. C
Mnnoz.
Eighty-eigmiles of hauling which
formerly went west of Willard by
via Kenedy and Willard
the cut-otoward eastern points, has been
eliminated by the arrangement.
ff

--

Anti-Salo-

Anti-Saloo-

w

While Their Mothers Farm the
Y. W. C. A. Cares For Children

if:n

ht

Otero-Warre-

indt-onti-

1166
813

POSITIONS ARE NOW
OPEN FOR THE NAVY

.

m

I

o

o

ml

m

-

isp

De-lan- d,

-

s

State chairman P. M. A. Lincnn
INFLUENZA HAS TAKEN IN
and state treasurer Robert E. I.ynn
NEW MEXICO 1055 PERSONS of the Santa Fe Bank have announced
that New Mexico's total in the SalDr. J. W. Kerr LTnited Sta'cs armr vation Army war relief drive amount-- ,
surgeon assisting the state board of to $24,623.72 in subscriptions received.
health th'S week issued a statement The ouota set for the state was only
showing that 1055 people have been $18,000.
claimed by the influenza in New
Mexico, and that 15.255 cases have WHEREVER HOME MERCHdeveloped in the state.
ANTS FAIL TO ADVERTISF
Though the crest of the epidemic
MAIL ORDER HOUSES DO
has apparantly been passed in this
state Taos county is showing an in
Listen to what Herman Rosenficld.
crease of the disease.
advertising manager of Sears, Roebuck & Co.. recently told the members of the American Ad Club at a
PHONOGRAPH RECORDS ARE
convention. ''We have a
WANTEp FOR THE SOLDIERS whose duty it is to read the bureau
corntry
A call is out for flat phonograph newspnpers from all over the counrecords thnt. are not in use to be try. There is not a paper of any
to help lighten their consequence its) the country that n our
sent to
leisure hours. The Collins etirio store bureau does not pet. This
on the plaza will collect slacker looks over these papers and when
records from this district and thev we find a town whereinthe mercVant
Iocl' iai ra
should be taken promptly to the are not advertising
we immediately flood that territory
store.
with our literature. It alwavs brings
results far in excess to the same
MEMBER OF STATE SENATE
effort put for'h in territory wher
use their loc.--l
ELECTED TO FILL VACANCY the loci
papers." Could we find a stroneer
F. S. Lawrence 'was nominated by argument as to the need of advertisthe Republicans of McKinley county ing by the local merchants?
and Frank C Swarta bv the Democrats to run for the office of state Laziness grows on people; it
chilin cobwebs and ends in chains.
women In New Torlt are UWng over fann. but the problem of what to do with the
senator, to fill the vacancy due to
la the death of J. A. Gordon, of Gal- - The more work a man has to do he
dren to release their mothers, waa solved by the Young Women's Ohrtetlan Aocltion. The Secretary
lup. ilr. Lawrence was elected by is able to accomplish, for he learns
cuing for la ho re rs, and both teaches and Interests the children with etory telling.
'
to economize his time.
plurality of over 130.
(

i

I

...

m

V

'

($$WtiSr b

sold-ers-

bt'-ea-

i

ts

be-ir- ns

rorelgn-speakln-

c
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STATE RECORD

Several Towns Occupied.
DEATH IS TRACED
"With admirable elan our troops
have occupied, after a severe struggle,
TO BROKEN HEART
the villages of Toges, BellevIIIe-Sur- Nolrval, Lea Al- Santa Fe
Bar,
New Mexico
ALLIES
ALL TO
leux and Chatillon. Pushing beyond
Clot Forms on Brain of Woman
In a northerly direction, they have
WHEN NOYON WAS EVACUATED
as Result of Worry Over
the
and
Voncq
completely occupied
Chesne woods, the northern outskirts Telegraph
Husband.
Ger
Kept
Operator
Could Not at Vienna
Despairing Villager
which they hold.
Agrees to Complete DePershing's Men Have Taken of "The
Once Believe That Savage Hunt
in
man
This
Secret
rear
Agents
enemy
guards have everySan Francisco. K tragic- - Incident of
mobilization and Surrender
Last German Stronghold
Were Really Gone,
where been overthrown. The libera
the war has been revealed in the death:
Informed.
Country
accom
tion of the Argonne Is an
of All War Equipment.
West of Meuse.
of Mrs. Frank H. Anderson at
Noyon was before tlio war Just one
plished fact. The prisoners and sup
of her parents In Atwater, Merr
JST
i
of tl
old
French
proninny sleepy
plies taken have not yet been counted
ced county. Physicians stnted that
vincial trm ns. with ii n hotel de villi',
In Full Retreat Before Yanks.
MAKES
STIFF FIGHT ler death was due to a blood clot on
OPENS BACK OOOR TO BERLIN
mid n cathcdrul, and little? Krny streets
BRITISH TAKE 10,000 HUNS
With the American Forces North
her brnln, caused by grief. She had!
out
a
Into
agritwisting
rich, green
west of Verdun, Nov. 4. American
not been 111 td any. great extent, but
cultural pliiin; now, writes Kllr.ahcth
aviators late today reported that the In
ever since her husband left for the
of
Duties
Memorized
She.
Discharge
i
It
Khepley .Scrgomit, ft the Century,
Germans to the east of the Meuse ap
Entente Nations May Now Use AusAtlantic coast on his way to France
Front
Enemy Positions on
About
Munitions
and
Messages
will nlwiiys he remembered as tluf
peared to be In full retreat. The aviawith the United States navy Mrs.
trian Territory in Operations
town ni'invst to 1'nrls only (i.r miles
Captured by Haig's Men Stenay
Repeated Them to Enemies
tors' messages said that all roads run
had steadily declined.
Southfor
Against
of America.
Germany's
nuny where the enemy stayed
Retreat Gap Closed.
ning northward were packed with
She thought of her husband day
two ii ml n ii r yenrs. It hue heen useil
ern Frontier.
troops, artillery and trucks.
and night, and although he enlisted
,
m.rliiK the occiipiitloii us ii sort of
New Tork. Miss Wanda KreutzlngHit South of Valenciennes.
With the American Army on the Se
- iietiml
o
tintrillion eeiiler from
yeurs old, decdared by deLondon, Nov. 2. Today's attack In er, forty-twdan Front, Nov. 6. In the face ot
!
Washington, Nov. 5. Terms of arGxZ
line, liefore the relreiit, however,
stubborn opposition the Americans Flanders was rewarded with an ad partment agents to be one of the most
mistice
sea
under
and
which
land
the
virtually nil Ihe useful nieniliers of tho
took and held firmly the wooded vance of more than five miles on s dangerous Germun spies in the United
of what once was the
roiiiliiiinity hml heen deported nil Ihe forces
front, it brought the Allies Stutes, was arrested as she sut at her
south of Beaumont, the last
heights
down
laid
have
men between sixteen mid sixty there
empire
German stronghold west of the Meuse. to the Scheldt from Berchem to Ga telegraph key In the operuting room of
their
were
airma
announced
today
were n good ninny of terrltorliil
The advance carried the lines for-- ' vere, ten miles south of Ghent. This the Postal Telegraph company in New
rot moliillzed during the first days of simultaneously in Washington and the,
ward for an average gain of five kilo advance probably will enable the Bel York city. Her desperate struggle
Allied
capitals.
the wnr, iiiul Iherefon' caught hy the
gians to push the enemy over the De with the department agents, In the
meters.
ierinnn Invusion iind most of thfc
They accomplish complete surren
The forces on the heights are now rivation Canal to the Temeuse Canal. presence of OCX) men and women opera
H. Bane is In charge
Col.
T.
Lieut.
women between the snme ages except dor and open Austrian and Hungarian
South of Valenciennes the attack tors, was due to her endeavor to de
f
about seven and
miles from
those who had di'tiendi'iit children. It territory for American and Allied of the technical section of the divisionresulted In an advance of two miles stroy a paper which she was scruti
on the Mezleres-Metof military aeronautics, the organlzarail
Carlgnan
was, then, n community largely Piinli' operations against Germany.
front and the capture of nizing at her desk when the departtlon which passes on designs of air. road and about nine miles from Se- on a
up of old women and children anil of
The Armistice Terms.
and Preseau, thus reaching ment oflicers confronted her and In
Aulnoy
both
within
dan,
craft
and
both
received
accessories
bringing
range
places
the very old, who, on n eerlain Thurs-lnthe southern edge of Valenciennes, formed her that she was under arrest.
The terms under which the debacle from the aircraft board and from out of the Allied shell fire.
In Marcli, were ordered to go Inlo
on the Italian front ended today at 3 siders. This section has moved from
English and Cana The woman Is accused of attempting;
The
to have which Is flooded.
work
be
said
day's
may
Ihelr houses, close their shutters, and p.
dian troops captured between two and to supply information to the enemy
a. m. Eastern United States Washington to Dayton, 0.
been
was
in.
(9
It
the
complete.
principal
not conn- out for IS hours. Promptly
lime), Include:
phase of the American operation since three thousand prisoners and inflict about shipments of munitions.
II
series of explosion
began, very
Taken to the New York oflice of the
demobilization
the
of
Austrian
neck of the German lateral com- ed extremely heavy losses on the
Complete
iiliinulng explosions, which iimde this forces.
enemy.
VIENNA CHEERS FOR REPUBLIC
department of justice, Miss Kreutzlng
munications
the
between
to
armies
jx.or people Inside tremhle. What new
er, who suld she came to this country
French and Yanks Drive.
.Surrender of one half of all artillery
the north and west was narrowed to
horror were they up to now? Till. and
from
over
a
The
French
and
Americans
Posen, Germany, 20 years ago,
the
military
equipment.
strangling point.
hounds went on for ii day ami ii half
wide front on the southern part of stated that, between 1914 and 1915, she
British in Big Gain.
Occupation by American and Allied New Constitution Provides No Place
d
on
the
fewer
gradually flowing
was approached by a representative of
forces of such strategic places as may
London, Nov. 5. Breaking deeply the battle line, attacking through
morning. I!y afternoon, strnniio- - later be selected.
for Crown of Hapsburgs State
have advanced between three the German government who seemed
into the enemy positions along a' 30- ly, nothing uhatovcr I'ould he heard;
Council to Rule.
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MAKE SOFT CHEESE AT HOME

.

Our

Part in Feeding the Nation

Among the

Lilacs

Special Information Service, United 8tate Department of Agriculture.)
FARMER PICTURED AS MAN WHO BACKS UP SOLDIER.

Only 8lmple Equipment Needed te
Manufacture Neufchatel and Cream
In Small Quantities.
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That the Yanks miy have their mall with thoroughness and dispatch a new
war post office has been Inaugurated to facilitate the handling of the soldiers'
letters. Under the supervision of the war department and operated und controlled by soldiers, this Important branch of the postal service takes care of
all the mnll for the cantonments and expedltlonury forces. Ths photo show
,
the type of autos used to transport the mall.

TIRES

MANY TROUBLES

n

OF AUTOMOBILE

AND

TUBES KEPT COOL

Wheel Invented by Frank
W. Howard of New York Saves
Wear and Tear.

To prolong the life of tho tires of
motorcars by keeping thorfi cool Is the
what the Inventor, Frank W.
Making Temporary Repair on object of of
New York, calls an
Howard
Broken Valve on Highway Is
wheel. This wheel consists of
two inetal disks that carry the rira
Quite Important
and thnt leave between them a large

PIECE OF TIN

FOR

WASHER

Soft Cedar Stick May Be Used for
Measuring Gasoline in Tank Tiro
Should Be Retreaded When
Worn Other Points.
when

Nowadays and nowantghts
automobiles glide along city streets
a iu I country roads at a speed far In
excess of that ordained by municipal
oue sometimes wonders if the
children of the next generation will
know what horses look like or nt best
will know them only through the
r
medium of the pictures of Rosa
and other artists.
Hut fifteen years ago a horse was
almost as necessary to an automobile
as was gasoline. So muny were the
'.iies when the machine persisted In
landing Itself. In a ditch or became
btalled In a ditch or, seeming without
adequate cause or reason, In the center of the rond, that it was never safe
i,. set very far away from first aid.
Kvm now catastrophes happen some-.:ne- s
though not so often as formerly.
Humiliation Avoided.
Some simple bit of ingenuity has
saved mnny an automobile the humiliation of being towed to a pluce
where permanent repair or replacement could be made. One very useful
wrinkle Is a temporary repulr on a
If a valve spring
broken valve.
breaks, remove the pieces and find in
the tool box a washer that will slip
Replace the
nvpr th valve stem.
broken spring with the washer be
tween the two parts, and the. spring
will work as well as ever.
Care should be taken tlfat the washer Is of such diameter both Inside and
outside thnt the broken spring ends
cannot work Into the hole or outside
of the washer. If the spring Is a
light one, such as the spring of an
automatic Inlet valve, and no washer
can be found In the tool box. It Is possible to hack one out of a bit of tin.
If n screw Is lost from a place
where It serves the function only of
n plug, being subjected to no stress,
a wooden plug will always answer the
purpose.
For measuring the depth of gasoline
In the tank, presuming thnt no gasoline gauge is fitted, keep a clean stick
in the top of the tank, under the sent
cushion. A soft cedar stick shows the
Don't
height of the gasoline well.
pick up a stick and poke It Into the
tank without making sure that It Is
cle:in, or there may be mysterious carburetor trouble later on perhaps
after the stick has been entirely forgotten.
Care of Tire.
A tire rfhould not be used after the
rubber tread has nearly been worn
through. Have It retreaded and It
will be good for 'much more service.
If the canvas Is destroyed, however,
Hip shoe Is permanently ruined.
Missed explosions ' are not Infrequently caused by the points of the
spark plugs being too far apart Ordinarily the points should be about
of an inch apart It
one
is true thnt if they are further apart
and the current Is strong, a hotter
spark will be made then if they are
correctly spaced; but the stresses on
the Insulation are greater. Increasing
the chance of leakage, and the plug
will fail to spark when the current
strength decreases a little as It must
if butteries are used.
Bon-heu-

thirty-secon-
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STEERING

GEARS

THAT

BIND

Side View and Section of
Wheel for Motorcars.
space that communicates directly with tho Inner tube by way of
the vnlve. Tubes running through the
two disks Increase the surface that Is
exposed to the air.
At every revolution of the wheel the
weight of the car rests for an instant
upon the point at which the valve Is
attached. This compresses the tire at
this point and drives some of the hot
air from the Inner tube Into the cool
air space In the body of the wheel.
As the wheel revolves and the pres.
sure Is taken off this point, the cool
air flows back Into the Inner tube,
This, according to the Inventor, produces a constant circulation of air and
keeps the tires and tabes cool.
d

TO OVERCOME WIRE TROUBLE
Some Owners Have Remedied Diffl.
culty by Holding Tube In Place
With Wooden Blocks.
e
Owners of many medium and
cars have endless trouble with
the wire controls for the ignition unit
and carburetor, the trouble being due
chiefly to the Inability of the control
to move the part because the tube
housing the wire moves with the wire.
To operate properly the tube must remain fixed, otherwise there will be little If any movement, and any operation of the spark advance lever will
Of course, the
produce no results.
best thing to do is to get a good wire
control, but some owners have overcome the trouble In the existing controls by holding the tube In place by
A wooden
means of wood blocks.
dock Is cut in two and two grooves
cut In each so opposite grooves coincide. The tube Is then soldered at
points the same distance apart us tho
grooves, bo tlmt the solder rests In
the grooves. The blocks of wood are
bolted to .the engine frame, whlcb
usually Is the most accessible part
low-pric-

GREAT VALUE OF WRENCHES
Owner Who Invests In Good Set Is
ing His Car Big Favor They
Save Good Deal of Time.

Do-

The man who Invests in a good set
of socket wrenches Is doing his car a
favor. They save a good deal of time
and keep the nuts and bolts In good
condition, as they do not round off
the edges. Open end wrenches are
next In value, as they are made In
even sizes and so fit properly. The
monkey wrench comes lust It has a
tendency to round off the nuts.
LOOSEN

STICKING

HUB

CAP

When Plan of Placing Wrench and
Striking With Hammer Falls An.
other Method le Given.

When the ordinary method of placing a wrench on a sticking hub cap
and then tapping the wrench with a
Difficulty.
hammer fails, try this: Place a small
It sometime happens that a lack of box or horse of very nearly the height
lubricant at the dash bracket will of the rnb from the floor alongside
cause an apparent binding of the steer- the wheel, so that when the latter is
ing wheel. Sometimes dirt work its turned the end of the wrench will
way Into this bearing and cause the strike the box, the forca of the blow
loosening the cap.
part to cranio.

Lck

of Lubricant Sometimes Cause
Trouble Dirt Also I Source of

well-fille- d

(Prepared by the United States Depart-
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Neufchatel and cream cheese, two
of the group known as soft cheese now
mude almost exclusively In factories
with extensive equipment, can be made
at home. The method Is simple und
does not require elaborate equipment.
It offers an excellent opportunity for
the disposal of surplus milk on the
form and enables farm housewives to
make a fresh, wholesome and attractive food at home.
Neufchatel cheese should be made
from whole milk that tests about 4
per cent, nud cream cheese from milk
testing 0 per cent butterfat. ISoth are
made In this way: To a quantity of
80 pounds, or 36 gallons of milk, odd
a pint of good starter or
sour milk and stir well. Warm the
milk to between 80 to 83 degrees F.
Then add about eight drops of rennet
which hns previously been dissolved
In u cupful of cold water.
Stir In
thoroughly and set the milk aside to
Powdered pepsin (one-hnl- f
curdle.
of a
the size of a pea) or
Junket tnblet may be used in place of
the rennet. The cheese may be made
without a starter, In which case the
milk should bo ripened (allowed to
stand at 70 degrees F.) for six or
seven hours before adding the rennet.
After 10 to 18 hours, the time usually necessary for proper curdling, ponr
the milk Into a drain cloth and allow-tdrain from two to four hours or
until practically no whey drips from
the cloth. Then place the bag of curd
between two clean boards, put a
weight upon It and let It stand
for six or eight hours. Remove the
curd from the cloth to a pail. Sprinkle
two level tenspoonfuls of fine snlt over
It, and thoroughly mix with a potato
masher until It hns a smooth buttery
Running the cheese
consistency.
through a food chopper or working It
with a butter worker produces the
same result.
The cheese should then he placed In
a crock or enamel dish until ready for
use and kept nt a temperature of .10
degrees F. or below. If it Is to be
sold. It should be molded Into small
packages and wrapped In tinfoil, or
packed in glass jars.
In nutritive value these cheeses
compare fuvorably with other staple
foods, especially meat. They are rich
In protein and fut and are easily dl- clenn-flavore- d

one-thir- d

toward the big bouse, "or a goddess
. . her hair's like the silvery floss
around corn. Her name ought to bo
Ferdita, Marpessa or Ariadne. However In the world did the Jones family
stumble across such a creature?" The
glamor of the girl wove itself Into his
dreams, and in waking Intervals he
pondered on plans for an acquaintI have It!" at last
ance. "Ah-ha- ,
Wents
Leila
By Virginia
laughed he.
Early the next morning he went
As luck would have It, he selitlH.
McClure
by
Newspaper
(Copyright,
creel. On his way
cured a
home, without ceremony, he lifted the
It was a warm spring evening, so lutch of Mrs. Jones' low back gate and
warm that they had ventured to sit entered. He walked right up to the
nut m the little wooden vernndti. kitchen window, for there stood Mrs.
There was a suggestion of approach Jones rolling the dough for breakfast
ing summer in the nreeze anil me air biscuit.
was redolent with lilacs. Ry glunc- Mrs. Jones," said
Ing toward the right It was not dim- - he. "I've got such n Jolly big creel
the fragrance came full of fish here that I don't know
cult to see win-rfrom. On the other side of the hedge, whut to do with them. There's no
In the deepening twilight, was a purine over there" nodding toward the
ple forest of illumes, and beyond that, big white house "but my housekee-er- ,
white In the gray twilight, rose the old
and she's sick this morning; so I'm
Howard house the oldest In the tiny wondering if you'll nccept these?"
village, lis well ns the largest. Sei- With the gallantry of n knight he held
dell Howard was the only living repreout to her his creel.
sentative of the family.
"Oh, Mr. Bidden!" exclaimed the
Jones'
Presently the group on Mrs.
good woman, a lilt flustered, but smilveranda began to speak of Seidell, ing with unmistakable appreciation.
lend'ng up to the subject from the fra- (Would the heavens fall next? When
had Mr. Seidell Howard last honored
grance of the bushes.
"Them lllocks Is slcklishly sweet," her humble dwelling like this? Sure
observed Mrs. Jones herself.
ly not since his mother died, poor
Well. I Just
"Iteally nauseating, acquiesced the soul.) "Acept them?
Is
hoarder, who had been spending the guess I will! And so Mrs. Patch to
winter here In this little cottage sick? Well, you'll Just stay here
In fifteen
among the P.erkshiro hills. "P.y the breakfast; it'll be all ready
much as How
way, I saw a strange man nt the post minutes." This was as
office this morning, nnd I overheard ard bail hoped for.
You're awfully kind, Mrs. Jones,
some one say he wns Mr. Howard.
"and yes. I
Very giiod looklng man he was, and he said, affecting surprise,
believe I'll stay. I've a sick collie over
seemed to know a Ihlng or two."
look after
'That's him." confirmed Mrs. Jones. in the kennels I'll go and
Mint why shouldn't he know n thing her, then I'll be back to acept your
or two? lie don't do nothin' but trnv-i- l hospitality."
When Katherlne Hope entered the
and trapse 'round the country.
room, Mrs. Jones, of course.
a
lining
have
won't
and
ever
home,
Itanlly
Mr. Howard.
vilIn
the
presented
the
do
with
to
people
tiling
do you do, Mr. Howard,
"How
lage."
a smile
The mnnn was beginning to show aid she conventionally, with
In spite of the play of
red and low In the warm dusk, and a little tired
Rut Selden was
the lilacs made superb black shadow childish dimples.
down admiringly on the fine,
tired-ou- t
looking
little
The
lawn.
on
the
effects
the
that
white
city girl who sat on the lowest braids ofparting flax. separated
purest
step of the veranda and who had Just
SelAnd how d'ye like them, Mr.
arrived that day had nothing to sny.
Inter
a
Mrs.
bit
Jones
asked
drn?"
the
with
soul
whole
She was filling her
referring to the biscuit.
henuty of the coming night.
"I love them," answered he refer
she
her
lamp,
soon,
carrying
Pretty
to the girl's dimples.
went upstairs to her bedroom. She ring
Of course, that wns only the begin
looked at the high mound of feather
ning. After that, Selden Howard man
bed, and at the small window at the aged almost daily to meet Isatherine
foot. Into which was already flooding
or, at least, to eaten n glimpse of
She spring moonlight. For a moment
her. Her lovely, tired eyes, and little
lowshe
Then
Irresolute.
stood
fhe
nulet ways appealed to him In nn In
ered the shade, slipped on n cheesefinitely more tender nnd reul fashion
her
from
the
drew
cloth kimono,
pins
than hud those of many a pampered
I
letiltiff It full about her shoul
henuty whom he'd met In the course
followed
and
the
out
lamp
ders, blew
oi his varied travels.
casement.
the
from
to
lean
her whim
One morning Katherlne wns rend
It had been a very long while since ing, "The House of Mirth" out on the
a
Kntherlne Hope had looked from
veranda. At least, she was supposed
window over a garden when the moon to be rending it. In reality, she hud
wns shining. True, from the window closed the book, keeping the page
of their stuffy city lodgings nn Elevmarked with her slim forefinger. She
enth n venue her mother's and tier's
had onlv two days more here In flod's
she had leaned nut at times when her preen earth, and the lilacs seemed to be
bend wns hot and aching with too calling her Imperatively.
She hint
much work, nnd caught n breath of been brenthlng In lilacs to that extent
outside air. Hut thnt was so differ- that her thoughts seemed to be fairly
ent.
From that window she could scented with them. All nt once an im
look only on clotheslines, sheds, the pulse of yielding came to her. Why
back windows of the boarding houses In the world should she not step over
whatoi, the next street; nnd there,
the low hedge and go Into the lilac
ever restful thoughts might come to garden?
accordian
of
havoc
by
made
were
her
She did. Bees bun" above the pur- on, cheap coon songs, or the caterwaulph- bloom, and n little attenuated founing of feline crpstnre on the fences tain tinkled in the distance. Oh! It
helon
wns altogether enchanting. Just then
And now oh, the feathery, pale flor- a golden-eyesable collie came lelsure-I- v
over
yonder!
lilacs
escence of the
down the curved walk to meet her.
Kstherlne drew her breath In with de"You beauty!" cried the girl exultlight ns their dormant scent came up antly, stooping to pnt the dog's queenmother
little
to her. If only her desr
The collie, with slowly
ly head.
could be with her to enjoy the beauty swishing tall, gently kissed her behind
r.r it nil ' P.ut thnt had not been possi the ear.
ble. When the physician had shaken
A commanding whistle from around
Ms head gravely over his young pa- the turn of the walk, and then:
com
worn-nuand
t
condition,
tient's
"Mollle, Mollle, old girl, where are
manded nn Immediate change in the you?" Mollle sat with one ear up. the
country. It had been all that mother other down, ns collies will when perand daughter could do to scrape
plexed. She loved her master but,
the monger savings for Kath niso, she loved her
friend !
erlne's rest of n fortnight. And Kath
Selden.
cried
"Ah!"
coming
upon
crine wns not one to mew and whim them
unexpectedly. "P.ut It Is bountinet over Impossibilities. She was here ful to find
you In my garden!" he
nmv nnd she would make the best of
said, looking gladly upon Katherine.
every moment to grow strong nnd "Po you know, last night I dreamed
well tignln. that she might go back
were here. You are very, very
viih new life to her office work ami you
welcome, little lady."
the companionship of her sacrificing
"You see," she explained helplessly,
little mother.
to hide her telltale blushes, "it
The tnllil miintrv nlr nnd the thou trying
wns the lilacs. They called mo."
sand odors of the spring played upon
he took both her hands In
her face, and lifted her loosened nnir, hisSuddenly
and drew her toward the bushes.
likethe
tinInto
moonlight
gilded by
"Pear lilacs," he whispered whimsiHer white kl
n. s nf mm niit'cnle.
"she Is here now on enchantmono fell softly around her; from the cally,
ed ground and we must keep her.
bold
her
In
arms,
which
she
position
You bi long to my garden." he added
liei soft elbows were plainly visible,
masterfully, turning full upon Kathi, mi her enitlsite T:re leaning back a
I will not let you cm. The
frame of erine. "nuil
bit against the
Is verv lonely and waits
house
yonder
a
cameo.
nut
stoml
like
the window
Will you stay?"
- foi you.
of
nnyconscious
wns
little
The g!ii
Her answer? Well, she was a girt
tl.liii- the wonder of the niglit ;
and
very tired, and he was n man and
who
one
watched
aware
of
she
nor was
and it wns spring and they
strong
th
of
from
n
shadow
the
moment
her
the lilacs!
wire
among
the
hedge.
lilacs In the ciirdcn beyond
Seidell Howard was returning from bis
iw,e t.'emiels. whence he bad gone to
Stop and Reflect.
When we begin to make excuses til
look nfter n sick collie, when Ms eve
hud chtinced to fir I upon the figure In ourselves, we may be tolerably sure
the casement, and in sheer artistic tip that the 't which requires such treatment had something wrong about it
f.riir.lntl.m
rested there.
"' '
"S:Iim
HI;,, some vnllllg tiriticess." he somewhere.
That which Is sound
thought to himself, pursuing bis way needs no ointment.
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"(iood-mornin-

e.Plowis the man behin3
me man Demna xne oun. : i
Poster Used by Department of Agriculture in National Campaign for More
Food Production.

IMPORTANCE

OF

FARMER IN WAR
Problems Are
With
More
Acute
Growing
of
Conflict.
Progress

Food-Producti-

MORE MEN CALLED TO ARMY

Department of Agriculture Officials
Assured From Every Section That
Man Behind the Plow Will Not
Fall in War Task.

hickory, spruce, black locust, yellow
birch, yellow poplar, rock elm, ash,
white cedar (In the southern states),
and also for the bark of chestnut, onk
fact
and hemlock If nenr
tories. Large, sound trees of these
species should be cut and marketed
for war purposes, and under no consideration used for cordwood except ns
their tops nnd branches may be utilized
for this purpose.
Fnnn woodlands nre also furnishing
perhaps double the ordinary amount
of wood for fuel. This Increased demand may result In considerable and
lasting damage to the woodlands unless precautions are taken. On the
oilier hum!, the cutting of cordwood
affords ench owner of woodland nn
opportunity to cleur his land and put
his timber In better condition. To accomplish this the Idea to keep In mind
Is to remove for cordwood the poorer,
less valuable trees, leaving the better
ones to stand. In removing the fuel
wood the greatest precaution should
lie taken not to Injure the more valuable trees or the young growth.
lirlelly, the material which should
be removed Is ns follows:
Round sticks lying on the ground,
Including tops left In logging operations, and trees blown over by wind,
crushed down by snow or otherwise
toppled over; dend trees which nre
sound and still standing; trees which
are diseased, or are so seriously Injured by Insects that they will probably die, and also trees which are specially subject to serious dlsense or
Insect attack ; crooked trees which are
crowding out straight ones; large old
trees 'unsuitable for lumber, nnd having big tops which shade out numerous
smaller trees growing beneath them,
sm:II trees which are overtopped and
stunted by lurger and better ones,
trees of the less valuable kind which
are crowding good trees of the more
valuable kinds, trees which by some
fhnnre ore growing on ground unsult-eto them; slowly growing trees
which are crowding out equally valuable kinds that grow fuster; trees
at the butt, which
badly
usually become rotten and are among
the first to be blown over by heavy
winds.
The Ideal trees for cordwood are
those which range from four to about
ten Indies in diameter. The yield of
cordwood from trees smaller Hum four
inches In diameter Is very slight, and
trees larger than ten Inches In dium-ete- r
are usually more valuable for
some other purpose, unless they lire
defective.
tannin-extrac-

The man behind the plow, department of agriculture oliiclnls believe, Is
the man behind the man behind the
gun, and the Idea has been embodied
in a striking poster that Is soon to be
ised throughout the country in hammering home the importance of the
American fanner's big war Job.
Edward I'enlield, poster artist of
New York, pulnted the picture, which
shows a plowman working in the furrows to produce food for the men In
the trenches. Agulnst a sunlit background are seen the silhouetted figures of soldiers in battle.
Farmers Not to Fail.
Food production problems are described us growing more iicute with the
progress of the war, the Increasing demands for food, the culling of more
men to the army, and other results of
America straining every nerve toward
one objective. Hut department of agriculture officials are assured In every
mail and from every section of the
country that the farmers lire not going
to full In their war
task. Farmers
have gone over the top for the period
of the war. The new poster is Intended to Impress upon people of the cities
mid towns the great Importance of accommodating agriculture In Its requireCheese Wrapped in Proper Way.
ments of labor, finance and marketing.
Farmer's Place Recognized.
gested. Perhaps the most desirable
The Importance of the farmer In
ways to servo them are In the forms
of salads, sundwhrncs and In combina- the organization of American resources
tion with other foods such as olives, to win tlie war wn expressed by the
of agriculture In his recent
green peppers, pimentoes, pickles, dif- secretary
ppeal "to the patriots on the farms"
ferent kinds of nuts, various vegetan go "over the top" this fall for a
bles and nearly all fruits.
rent harvest of wheat in 1019. In this
ppeal the secretary said :
"You have occupied and do occupy
lie lirst line trenches of the food
1 FULL VALUE
army. You hnve to light ditlli'ultles.
FROM ENSILAGE
A
on. I am not unmindful of these. In
unuw mitiTrn
wirair.n u nr. una
ix nnMH
the department of agriculture we
$
Cutting Before Soft Dough Stage
them dally, and dally we give
Is Reached Is Not Good
In the milder portions of the
ur best efforts to help you meet them.
Practice.
in mil ry It is possible by the aid
You know of the difficulties In your
hut I know of them in
community,
(Prepared by the U. S. Department
radishes, spinach, kale and pars- many communities of many slates, and
of Agriculture.)
so seriously do they Impress me thnt T, ley throughout the winter. Ihe
besilo
corn
for
the
Cutting
I might almost cons'der them Insurcold frame may he any size from
fore it Is ready is too general a
three feet by six this being the
mountable had not Aniericnn farmers
practice. Thefull feeding value
last year, and ngaln this year, revealed T size of the standard cold frame
of the crop cannot be obtnlned
sash to fix feet by any multiple
'he- true American fighting spirit anil
until the soft dough stage is
A
of three feet.
i billty to meet serious .situations.
reached. The lower leaves will
"Let us sow liberally for n big har- X frame that Is one six by twelve
then be dead, some of the husks
feet would be large enough to
vest In 1010. It h is been called the
will have turned brown, and the
Liberty wheat harvest. We all hope X supply the uverage family with
ears win be hard, but the stalks
winter greens.
It will be. l'.nt let us undertake the
and upper leaves of the plants
T
nsk with the determination that we
will still be green and succulent
$
will sweat our blood for many more
Cutting before this time is like
if need be hofnn- we yield one measure
Potatoes should he stored In a cool,
marketing cattle or hogs before
of our freedom to a Prussian domina- dark cellar or be Imricd In a pit In
finished.
are
they
tion. Let us light In the furrows."
the garden. They must not be uliowed
trtrtrtrirhtrtrCrttirCrlrtrlrlrtr
to freeze.
Use Farm Woodlands Wisely.
A good method of storing potatoes Is
OAT AND PEA SILAGE TESTED
Farm woodlands nre bciir drawn
npon for large quantities of timber for to place them in bnrrels with a few
purposes. There is n big demand holes rut In the sides near the bottot
Experiments Conducted at Wyoming war
tor logs of black walnut, white oak. for ventilation.
. Station Demonstrate It Can Be
Substituted for Alfalfa.
works have taken up soccer football
Encourage Games Among Workers.
g
To promote games among munition nnd lawn tennis and the competition
experiments at the
Wyoming experiment station Indicate workers In Kngiand It hns been de- has been kec'n.
thnt oat and pea silage can be substicided thnt firms which promote games
All Called On to Show Courage.
tuted for ulfnlfa hay at two pounds of among their employes will be repaid
Whatever your sex or position, life
silage to one pound of hay. During out of the excess profits tax for nil
113 days of the winter of 1915-1growmoney so. spent, under the onler of Is a battle In which you are to show
ing heifers with oat and pea silage In the health and welfare department of your pluck ; and woe be to the coward !
the ration mad? an average daily gain the ministry of munitions. Kxperienee Whether passed on a bed of sickness
has shown thnt the output of muni- or a tented field, it Is ever the same
per bead of two pounds, costing
cents daily. Without silage they made tions is best nt factories where games f.iir piny nnd admits no foolish distincan average daily gain of .00 pound on are played freely by the workers dur- tions. Despair nnd postHnement are
a ration costing 9.4 cents per day. Ten ing the spare hours of each diy. Thou- cowardice nnd defeat. Men were born
pounds of silage more than replaces sands of women and girls in munition t! succeed, not to fall. Thoreau.
five pounds of alfalfa.
d
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new-foun-

dark-painte-
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semblance to man. The structure of
its lower extremities enables it U-- walk
erect better than most of the apes, although its habits nre In reality arboreal, and when on the ground It usually goo on all fours. It feeds on
fruits nnd nuts, lives in small societies
tivity, he cuts about the same kind of nnd constructs n sort of nest among
fodder, with a few exceptions. Includ- the branches of trees. The height of
male chimpanzee is nhont
a
ing pastry, lireinl. nuts (chiefly peanuts) and some other goodies which four feet. This animal is most nearly
may lie offered to hiin. Elephants ent related to the gorilla.
no kind of ment whatsoever; they will
Objectionable.
only eat pure grown food or clean
"The dog days were particularly
bread or pastry.
to the patience tlds year."
"They weren't regular dog days.
Chimpanzee.
Is a large west They were dachshund days."
The rhlmpnnze
African npe. Iielonging to the anthroEmotional Influence.
poid, or manlike, monkeys nf the fami"Music has charms to soothe."
ly Slmlnihie and suborder Anthro-poide"Not always," protested Mr. Cunv
with dark blackish-browhair,
hands and feet, arms rox. "I always did get riled at one of
reaching to the knee, and very large those Wagner operas."
ears, and like the orang In having
Galna Through Distress.
the hair on Its forearm turned backThe best qualities of mind and char
ward, hut differing from It In having
an additional dorsal vertebra and a acter courage, sympathy,
thirteenth pair of ribs. In Its organisa-ao- a tery have been forgod oa th asisa
and form it presents a eioso rs- - aavtt of distress.
Finicky Elephant.

An elephant, in his native land, hns
n hard Job to find what he likes to eat.
.
Contrary to the general brtli-f- he will
not cat anything, but he sfiects carefully the best of routs, herbs, fruit
nnd various' vegetables. When In cap-

try-In- ;!

Vacuum Tank Failure.
'
Roads Must Be Kept Up.
When the vacuum tank falls on the
The roads leading to the main highroad, It Is possible to get up enough
ways must be kept up by dragging
pressure temporarily to feed the fuel, until
such time as the country is rich
by blowing In the mala fuel line. By
to construct Improved roads in
repeating this process ever? quartet enough
of a mile, enough fuel win be fed te every locality.
get the car to a garage where repairs
Separator le Necessary.
eaa be made.
A good,
easily cleaned,
Llcmssi la MM.
dose skimming cream separator la a
For Seat Cushion
fa Chicago drivers of
hides were Bret licensed la 1800, the
rery good leather dressing to cos necessity.
?ee being $3 for the first year aad SI posed of equal parts of glycerla aaV
Meet Profitable Pigs.
The most watchful caretaker Is the
no who has the meet profitable ptfs,
To Locate Missing Cylinder.
Opening the relief valves to see If
a cylinder Is missing 1 not always a
reliable gold unless you speed up the
engine. Feed plenty of gas and yon
will frequently get a burst of flame
through tba tbIt from what you
thought was a dead cylinder.

easy-runnin-

Unpalatable Ship "Bread."
In grandfather's day a ship took on
her supply of bread for a voyage In
casks before leaving home. This supply
tiad to Inst until the end of the voyage,
though that might be a year or two.
The bread was In the form of hard
biscuit. It kept fairly well when dry,
but often it got damp and moldy, or
wormy- -

into this country. They come from
China, to supply a demand by Chinese
residents In the United States. Tho
are suposd to possess much medicinal virtue when ground to powder
and mixed with certain other curative
substances. The Chinese used dried
toads for a tonic, salted scorpions for
smallpox and fossil crabs as an antidote for poison.

An electric process has been InventPeculiar Articles of Com me res.
Dried llxnrds are said to be an arti--4- c ed In England to protect Iron and steel
of merchandise regularly Imported from corroding.
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The New Athletic Field
As a permanent proposition a new
athletic field has been established
between the city reservoir and the

'At

New Mex-

Wtt'

Rose Cottage, west of the S. A. T. C.
barracks. A fine cinder
mile track has been made, a football
and baseball field, ample space for
bleachers, a field house with shower
bath, etc., all on the plan of the Ohio
State University. A ticket office is
placed at the gate, and a wire fence
surrounds the field all ready for
business when the flu is past and
the war is over. University News.
one-four- th
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HONEST BEN PANKEY

THE ELECTION
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The splendid state wide support ac
corded Benjamin r . Pankey on hit
first appearance upon the renubltcan
state ticket is a fitting tribute to
a true and successful builder of the
southwest.
Mr. Pankey knows and under- stands the people of this part of the
country intimately. He appreciate!
all the difficulties that hamper the
poor man, and beset the man who
has accumulated a portion of this
world's good for Pankey has been
very poor, but by honest toil and
fair dealing has become exceedingly
well to do. His manner and haSits
are as simple today as when he f irst
settled in the little hut on a claim
on th, grassy plains of central

I

r

I

CHAVES

'i

....

i

.

governor
fully exnects to be support:ng him
for chief executive at a coming elec- tion in the not very distant future,
ANOTHER

JONES

BLUNDER

A large crop of mighty fine celery has been raised in the city this
year and a great deal of it is making
its appearance in the various stores
of the city now. The Pecos Valley
is noted for the unusually nice celery
which it produces and travelers from
all parts of the country are not reserved in speaking in its favor. It is
reported that the crop is unusually
fine this year and that a great deal
will be shippid out of the country
ll
to the various market centers.
News.

The classes at the New Mexico
M'litary Institute have reopened for
business after having been closed for

lrl,

It asto a successful conclusion.
sures a definite and workable program of reconstruction and reorganisation of the producing, mtnufnctur-imr- g
and transportation industries of
this natron, preserving t
rights,
benefits and advantages of individual
initiative and aM.ity ttnon which thft
oantry has thriven and become the
storehouse of the capita! and agri- cultural and mineral wealth of the
world. It assures the beneficial use
this country of the vast mer- lor
.
t:
iL.i
.
1
.
. ,
j r
for th promotion of our commerce
throughout the world.
The election
won by the re- -

Zam-bran-

Ros-we-

aennio fwansaS.

and house of representative, assures! Mr pank
w; Breat)y
ltl,
Bj.t
of peace
th- - nation that no
w
b hi,
farmer
,ive
,nd
,tock
will be .pproved wh.ch w,ll rmharn., advi,e on
for
,egi,,afure matter,
tb. country after the war in it. he w;, rtainy
bo conlute! by
.
the membelt of the senate over
tecr ,t, mmisir.e. aea.nst the com- hich he wi pre,ide. and every
of
and
com
labor
foreign
petition
member of which is his personal
mercial intrigue. It aimires the adop- friend, when such matters are
being
tion of no treaty that does not secure considered.
the fruits of the mtlitnrv and poliThe Record knows that "Honest
tical victory for wh'rh this country
and the nlli' have fought the war Ben Pankey" will make good as
and hones and
lifu'ennnt

some time because of the influenza
epidemic.
Practically all of the
slndents have recovered from the
"flu" and are ale to take up their
work again.

THE MAN WHO LEAD THE TICKET
LIEUTENANT

GOVERNOR ELECT BENJAMIN F. PANKEY

The work of poisoning prairie dngs
Chaves county continues with
v'gor under the direction of the
United States Biological Survey and
thousands of acres have been treat

The State Record Now Predicts

That he

will be a

in

future Governor of New Mexico.

ed.

WHAT TO EXPECT

BE PLEASANT

The recent arrival in New York
of 10,CO0,000 pounds of toys bearing
the words, "Made in Germany", has
raised a tempest of expostulation in
that city. Richard M. nurd, chair- tnan of the Boycott Committee of
the American Defense Society is
particularly hostile to the distribution of these toys throughout the
country, and he asks, "Shall Ameri
can babies handle toys made by tne
true
of Germany?
It
bbyk.lkr.
that these toy. w.r. purcha.ed by
Amer.c.n importer, about two year.

Moit of the joy of life is in the
contact wkh pleasing personalities.
A grouch is worse than a rainy

A new road fifteen miles in length have seen this year. It was brought
has been finished between Santa Rita in by Ed. Miller of Bethel, and now
and Deming.
weighs 5854 pounds, having shrunken
a little. Portates News.
Two firms have been engaged in
J. W. Sexton reports to us a remining and shipping manganese ore
from the Boston Hill, located near cent deal involving about $50,000.
Silver City, where at present about through which Emmet Gore and three
200 men are employed.
This is the sons, take over the Street store
first large pay roll the town has and other property, and Messrs.
had since the smelter closed down Courtney and Herbert become ownand this war industry has been a ers of part of the Gore ranch, near
great help to Silver City. Kirchman Upton. Contracts are signed up and
and Crawford are the pioneers in invoice and transfers will follow
this mining industry and the entry soon. Elida News.
of the Porterfield Brothers who have
charge of the Armory Stevens mines
A beet raised in the war garden
have greatly increased the output.
of Mrs. W. E. Keeter, weighed nine
and one half pounds and measured
Badge For Police Captain
inches in circumference.
twenty-si- x
A solid gold official badge, mountAfter
dressed and cooked it
ed with a magnificent cut diamond, filled being
four quart jars. Portales
has been presented to Captain Her- Journal.
bert J. McGrath, of the New Mexico
Mounted Police. The gift is from
the
Captain McGrath's
S0C0RP0
donors being Sergeant Ray Garyson,
R. G. Putnam, Rafael Gomez, W. H.
Foreman Fowler, of the road gang
Bates, Lee Caldwell, Cipriano Baca,
out on the White Flats, was in town
W. O. Biggerstaff and Y. G.
last week. He reports the work
Silver City Enterprise.
progressing rapidly since the stone
crusher was installed. Magdalena
LINCOLN
News.
o.

Spence & Sons have sold the Headquarters Ranch, to 'Vicente Bros., of
Encino, and possession was given
last week. The ranch sold for $20,- Carrizozo Outlook.

000,00.

LUNA

SAN

MIGUEL

The New Mexico Normal University
the proud possessor of a 100 per
cent Liberty loan flag with four
stripes on it, indicating that they
went over the top with their quota
in this last drive. Las Vegas Optic.
is

Dr. T.
Dabney, only civilian
s been very successdoctor het
SIERRA
ful with tii. influenza and pneumonia during its spread through
Columbus. Up to last week the
Tom King has opened up a first- doctor had 120 cases out of which class restaurant on Main street behe has lost but one. Dr. Dabney low the old Mercantile building.
has worked both day and night and Hillsboro Advocate.
has accomplished
good results.
Columbus Courier.
TORRANCE
i

G. E. Parks, editor and publisher
of the Columbus Courier has gone
into the army service and is now at
Camp Stanly. The business will be
conducted by Mrs. Parks, with the
assistance of M. A. Harrison, who
will have charge of the mechanical
work.

The Wright clothing store ha
closed tip and the goods have been
moved to Albuquerque.
They said
that with the present outlook they
thought it best to discontinue tb
branch. Estancia Herald

Three cars of cattle were shipped
out for Kansas City recently.
J
S. Clark had one car, and O. W. Bay,,
S. N. Shirley and J. M. Wood had the
The Ramah Live Stock Co. has other two between them. Mr. Clack
their outfit at work on their annual went with the shipment. Estancia
roundup. They expect to finish in Herald.
a couple of weeks and will then make
Rev. R. E. Farley shipped to his,
a lurge shipment of cattle. The cat
tle are in good condition Oaluip ranch at Mcintosh twenty-eigregistered Herefords.
Herald.

CURRY

M' KIN LEY

A blizzard visited Cameron last
day in December.
Friday niht, and Saturday. It is hard
All of which brings us to the man to estimate the depth of the snow
on the job, who is trying to get on a level, as it was drifted so badaheid.
ly. It is thought it would have been
There isn't a business anywhere, between five and ten inches, had
worth working for. that won't pay it not drifted. The drifts were four
a premium for a smiling face and a and five feet deep. Clovis News.
J'.A rnl l,nu n
tn U
:
u
governable temper.
u..?. r
j
y
matter S. Sedden and wife were in Clovis The grain crops in McKinley counBu.me.t
I. totally
Mr. Gordon, who bought the Harmoney for the Nationi.1 Committee
of cooperation.
Mr. Sedden ty have been fairly good this year lan Mathews ranch in the west footlast Monday shopping.
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Ramah valley has been very dry this the recent rains and are phophesying
the
help
..ement and execution of the.. e.t
ty Rood price but would only be summer on account of the. reservoir a bumper
for next year. The
Second, becauie the Committee. A. a matter of fact, the ay,i "It i. my .incere hope that nough.
amdertaking..
We must do it cheerfully and with $13.33 per acre or about five bushels going dry. The county agent reports ground is crop
wet down more than a
American peoole resent executive State Record believe, that Walton thi. wilt not et a precedent for a
to
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.mile.
German
be
flood
of
a
good,
foot all over the countr. Twumcani
per acre. Last year Mr. Sedden fair crops in this section.
dictation to the law making body never had a chance; but the state'
If we don't we will interfere with made about five, times this yield
Over most of the county corn and Hews.
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longer owned by citi.ens of Ger-'d- o
own ability and judgment and con
for a big crop than he had then.
many, and, hence tnat tne money profitable.
to be well adapted to this county. a new reinforced cement warehouse
aider the de.ire. emanating from the
HELP SAVE RUSSIA
The reason for thi. is clean
Clovis News.
paid for them doe. not directlv help
ihe Indians on the Zuni Reservation erected east of the elevator. The
voter, in forming the law. and poli
All of u. have worked over and
Germany." Mr. Hurd then call, at
have raised some good crops this new room is 16 by 40 feet and Is
cie.. and not be subject to dictation
The Russian Chamber of Com tention to the fact that Uermany has under men and women with dispo.i- f.
COLFAX
This firm is
which demand, support of policies
year. They have had plenty of water practically
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for irrigation. Gallup Herald.
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The Roy Trading Co. have their Their car was an entire wreck. He
voters republicans, democrats, in- bitions through the overturn of her
that is what President Wilson's a man Btops sm'ling hi. production
new bean cleaning machinery instal- sold what was left of it for $30.
dependents cued by the attempt present Government, if the Allies ftl- - and
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For the first time since statehood combination of lawyer and ,collecounty recently, adding considerably
bad Current.
and
no
where
not
It
were
i.
threatened,
epidemics
necessary
person
to the deep moisture already in the s
the republicans will, on January 1, president, Wilson i. wonderfully propo.e to lower the labor
and was unable to do anything
A
ground, and farmers are straining
load
of
train
were
cattle
ship9'1, ai.nme control of all the state vague in are of the English language.
aceither in food, wage or
through the lack of a proper organ- ped out of Eddy
every nerve to get a large acreage
offices, board end commissions in
last
week,
county
seaAmerican
the
for
isation and funds to carry out the 18 cars were
of wheat planted. Wheat prospects
New Mexico. That they wilt make
from
One of the minor causes of dem- commodation,
Lakewood,
shipped
American
is
no
to
work.
but
it
men,
help
were never brighter in this section
S from Artesia to the Kansas
good in eve resoect the Record ha ocratic defeat in thi. .tate wa. un- seamen to force regulations onto
At a recent meeting of the New and
than this fall, and a bumoer yield
I
But in case inv
BO doubt.
questionably the attitude of a few American, ship, owners, which, kill Mexico State Board of Health, held City yards.
is expected from next year's crop.
inefficien'v, or violation of of the democratic candidate toward tneir m.rie
i
Merchant Marina in in Santa Fe, Dr. M. D. Taylor, of
House News.
How any
th. trust or confidence of the peo- Hearst and Hearstism.
tjraM .Bj foPc. American
Aztec, a member of that body, deGRANT
man could in any way con- - pe,e
i
ple !n the integrity of any of them
Mrriem under foreign clared nnblicallv and offieiallv that
met, to
ROOSEVELT
should develop it is the duty and aone ins course or nesni error ine flnvg.
New Mexico is the most backward
s II be the purpose of the reoub
unanimous condemnation meted out
I
The shipping question will
state in the union in the matter of Between 1100 and 1200 head of cat;
to retire any such to to him by the democratic convenbean pa-t- v
became a national po'itie-- l health legislation.
tle were shipped last week from the
S. H. Thomas of the Inea neigh
life
New
a soon as it can be tion f the great state of
York issue. The war ha been made the
private
is purchasable. Whv local stock yards by P. M. Shellev, borhood was in town Wednesday to
heal'h
Pfblic
in which he resides i beyond
accomplished.
should not New Meiro purchase it? W. P. Doyle. Emett Pitts. D. D. get some repairs for lister drills
ercue by ociatiaticaUy inclined
to fatten upon the nation It might cost ometbing. Ye., but j Littlefield. John Henry and other and exoeeted to start farming for
The republican, carried five and
the policy of government ownership a low death rate is cheaper than a ranchers from the Cliff district.
next years crop last week. He and
OR. GURABAT KAMARKAR
the democrat, two of the ei"bt
The Richardson white vest will not wbich was not originally contemplat 'low tas rate.
A larrae shipment was alo made his son three years ago raised 7.000
I
.
district, o tht rt-- e wi'S the ro to Congress to vote for war on ed.
Recently tha attended
meeting
by the Bear Creek Cattle Comoany bushels of wheat and still have about
Geeat Britain.
district cw"sored eif Colfuv. n
Thus New Meric
indicate the elec and the Fleming Cattle Company. seventy-fiv- e
It will devolve on the new con- - Unofficial retw
bushels to use for seed aeia in lsew York by tha War Work
Couneil of th
Womsn'sv
Nov. 1st. a shipment of apnroxiro-atel- v this
Ouay end Taos etill fn dubt. T-- sidetracks pomnosity and sartorial ares, to review the whole snbiest'tion of 32 renrblican. end 17
News.
Young
believes that all fe ndieil elegonce, choosing instead Ben Her- - and decide on a policy which ae-- 1 aerate to the hous- - of the leisla-nand-Christian Associat'on.
She bas rv
900 bead was made by the H-elections are rood and that th h'h
with a brand of statesman- - cr-wi'b American ideas of indS- - tore in tbi. .tate. The senate, which outfit and some others from the The Portales Brokerage and Com- turned to her native country to.
estibl'-h-ct
shin, and patriotism that has been vidurl initiative as the future of trri-- held over, is composed of 14 ranuh. Buckhorn district Silver City
tatdar of the
'
mission Co.. near the denot. have work among tha women there cffidat
dlracUoa of this uaociatloa.
in this .Ute will be maintained
Proved.
vate industry in America is at stake, i ticana and It democrats.
on display the largest pumpkin we
1

-

Information from reliable Deroo
crats, shows uo A. A. Jones, tb
from New Mexico in
junior Sen-to- r
moit unfavorable lipht. The report
that Senator Jones informed the
National Committee that Walton
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Bait No, ltS5
NW, Bee. II ; T. M S., County of Grant, Stat of New Mexico, Bco. 19; WKNWtf, BX8WX, See. 10 WK
R. I W containing 180.00 acre aelected In front of thr- court house therein, the NWX, BWX8WX. Boo. Hi BEMNWa,,
for the Santa Pa and Grant County Rail, following daacrlbed tract of land, via. I
NEX 8WX. BWXBWX, Boo. IT; NWX
'
.
road Bond Fund. Tha Improv.menta con-- 1
NWX, NWX8WX, SISXBWU. 8WUSBX.
Sale No. 1250
slat of well and clearing, value 1125.00.
ENWH. NEX8W14. Bee, 29: EXNEX, NWX. NEXSEX. Sea
W" 8i NEXSEX. Bee 11 ; All of Sec 13; WXi
"L.T- ft:
'!W,5!.'
. s, w.
oeo.
" e
NEX. 8EXNWX, BWX. BeC. 14; All Oi
i;
iju dux,
ravron,),
R.
W containing
160.00 acre aelected Bee. 4; 8M8EX
as i
See. 6; EttEVt.BBrv,
m
NWX.
is. iv srunu(, gee, i
STATE OP NEW MEXICO
WHSW14, See. ti tiec. 29; 8XNEX. NWX. NEXSEX. Sea
S2nU F, ,nd Grant Qoun,y Ba"- - NW,i' Se0'
right to reject aay aad all bid offerer
NW,'
forJh
above sale
The
Bond
eonFund.
1
The
R.
riihts."
18
e.r.menTs.
Sec.
SI said aale.
T.
8..
NEX NEX,
W.. tlona 25.
Irnprovem.nU
17;
nghf.
T. 83 B R, 16 W ' Allof
lo valid existing
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
of well, fencing and clearing, value containing 880.00 acre, of which 600.00 Section 1.86;1
- BU.
f way, and reservations.
8'A Ren.
'
Possession under contract of sale lor th.
.
.
t9IUI AA
.v- .- a
I..- -. ...
' ' San. '
m.m
"
una
EMC. Si All or Section
wo
mniB
iur
aoiviru
uig
T, 8, I, 10, 11,
Byt,
LAND
above
be
will
SALE
described
PUBLIC
tracts
given oi
of Public Lands or hu
Th
commissioner
Fund.
The
Coun,y Rnl,raa Bnl
12. J3. 14, 15, 16, IT, It; All of (fraaj So-- or before October first, 1919,
Wo 1237
van 'mpravemenu
agent holding such sale reserves the riglu
consist of fencing, value
20. 21 22 23 24 T 34 8. R.
T".NE,'
.?
SOCORRO COUNTY
to reject sny and all bids offered al said
10 W.. containing
mJ
160.00 acre aelected 1300.00.
Witness my hand and the official ses sal.
'
BXNWM HEUBWU BM fSaa!
the
Rall-Fe
for
Santa
Office
of
i
the
Land
if
and
Stste
o
Grant
the
Stale
l
County
Public
of
Commissioner el
m fsEu'awu"
Office
tk
SWX8EW
New Mexico, this seventeenth day of August
Bole No. 1251
nSswU
Possession under contracts of sale lot road Bond Fund. Tha Improvement eon-- !
BW!8WK. See. 17; EJ f
Land.,
12 : NWUSBii
payment of any unpaid balance at the ex
uireiioa ol thirty yesrs from the dste oi
the contract with intrreal on deferred pay
menta at the rate of lour per cent pel
annum paysble in advance on the anniver
sary of ine date ol lh contract, partial
tu be credited on the annivetsar)
payments
f the dale of the contract
next following
the date of tender.

NEW MEXICO STATE LAND SALES

-

....
"i

f,.....

Saata Fc, New Mexico.

F. ERVIEN,
of Public Lends of th.
State ol New Mexico
First Publication August 23. 1911
Last Publication November L WIS.
ROBERT

Notice
hereby given thit pursuant of Cnen 'Act
of n.a.
to the provision,
mm
i
June cum, a?iv, .L.
in. I w grass, approvcu New
of the State of
Mexico, end the rules
aud regulations of the State Land Of-cthe Commieeiouer of Public L iii will
oiler at public aale to the Highest Didder
at 9 o'clock A. It., on Thursday, November
Mth, W18, is the town of Socorro, County
of Socorro, State of New Mexico, in front
of the court home therein, the following
escribed tracts ol land, vis:
.
. a
m
a CiUl,
,
rce. mis
Lane a,
sata mi
i, CIV,7a,
WXSEM. SEXSEX, Src. 3; All of Sections
I

Commissioner

STATE

OF NEW MEXICO

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

OIL AND CAS LEASE OF PUBLIC LANDS

.

M.

15,

22,

23,

SEX,

Sec.

24

s

All

of

Sections 25, 26, 27, 34. 35; T. 3 S., R. 16
mere are
W., containing 6798.24 acres.
no improvements on this tract.
No bid on the above described tract nf
land will be accepted (or less than THREE
svOL.I-.AKW.uu, per acre, wnicn is ine
praised value thereof and in addition
errto the successful bidder must pay lor
the impromevents thst exist on .tne lend,

S

The above sale of land will be subject
terms and conditions.
to the following
The successful bidder must pay to
the Commissioner of Public Lands or hit
oi
agent holding such sale, onetwentieth
tne price ouerea Dy mm lor ine isno
four ner cent cent interest in advance lot
the balance of such purchase price, feei
far advertising and appraisement and .1'
costs incidental to tne sale nerein, eacr
and all of aaid amounts must be deposit
ed in cash or certified exchange at the
rime of sale and which said amounts and
all of them are subject to lortetture to tnr
State of New Mexico, ii tne successiu
hiflilrr does not execute a contract with
as thirty days after it has been mailed
to him by the State Land Office, said
oontract to provide tnat tne purcnasei
may at his option mske payments of not
of ninety five pet
less than
oent of the ourchaee price at any tiim
sale
and
after the
prior to the expiration
thirty years Irom tne aate oi tne con
tract and to provide for the payment oi
any unpaid balance at the expirationconol
thirty yeara from the date of the
srscl with interest on deferred payments
at the rate of four per cent per annum
in advance on the anniversary o'
8 arable
lie date of the contract,
partial payment!
re be credited on the anniversary oi tnr
ante of the contract oext following the
ate of tender.

SAN MIGUEL COUNTY
Office

of

Land,

the

Commissioner

of

Public

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Notice is hereby given that pursuant tt
the provisions of an Act of Congress an
20th, 1910, the laws of th,
Sroval ofJune
New Mexico, and rulca and reg
ulationa of the Slate Land Office, thr
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer lot
lease for the minina for. and extraction
of oil and gas, at public auction to th.
mgneat pittiter at JVine o clock, A. M.
November 20lh, 1918, in the town of La a
Vegaa, County of San Miguel, State ot
New Mexico, in front of the court houar
therein, the following described landa, to
wit:
EV.SEU. Sec. 24: E'
Sale No. L-- J.
NEX. NEXSEX, Sec. 25; All of Src. 36
T. 12 N., K. 23 E., Lots 1, 2. 3, SWXNEX
SEX. Src. 2: All of Sections 15. 16: Lot.
3, 4,
NWXSEX, Sec. 19; NCi
SKX,
NWXSWX. Sec. 22:
SWX. Sec. 23; EMSEX. SEXSWX, See. 25.
Sec. 27; Wy.
WXNWX, Sec. 26;
Lotr
NEX, NWXSEX, NEXSWX.
1. 2. 3. Sec. 30: SWUN'Eli. NEliSlVSi. Loi
I, Sec. 31; All of Sec. 36; T. 12 N., R. 2'
E., comprising 4715.62 seres and designated
as seven sections.

NE.

Lots 1. 2. Sec. 32
N., R. 23 E., comprising 244.29 acres
one
as
section.
(lesinnatea

T.

Sals No.
12

No bid will be accented for less than ar
annual rental of $100.00 prr section for ssiii
lands. Lease will be made in substantial
conformity with form of oil and aas least
on file in the office of the Commissionet
of Public Lands, copy of which will b,
furnished on application. At time of hid
will be required
ding the succrssfulbidder
to pay the Commissioner ol Public Land,
the amount of the first year's rental of
fercd. the cost of advertising and expense,
incidental thereto. Possession will be ifivcn
The above aale of lands will be subject ss soon as contract of lease is executed b)
to valid existing rights, easements, rights the successful bidder, which must be wit1lit
thirty days from date of rights and al
of way and reservations.
moneys paid.
or
Lands
of
Public
.
The Commissioner
Witness mv hand and the official seal o'
his scent holding such sale reserves the the State Land Office of the State of New
right to reject any and all bida offeree Mexico, this third day of September, 191H
at said sale.
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
Possession under contracts of salt lot
Commissioner of Public Lands,
rbe above described tracts will be giver
State of New Mexico
she successful bidder on signing lb con First Publicttion
Sept. 6, 1918.
Nov.
IS, 1918.
Lest Publication
i
Witaeaa my hand and the official tea'
Stat Land Office of the State o
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
this nineteenth day of August

tthe

lra,

"

a, t an

"

8- -

P"'

beii.a

Hit.

"

V

4-

acre and designated aa two atcUona.
Lota 1 to I, Ineduatvu,
Sal No. 9
L--

NXNX. SWXNEX.
Bee I; T. 10 N.,
tlon
T.

W'xs,

W-

w ah oi oeo.
comprising i.tiDt.ti
aa six aectlona.
2U

HtfNWX. NWXHWJ4,
1
W All of Boo- -.
N R. It W.. Lou 1.

R

11

IV

11

-

;

i.

acre

ia n n, su vr
ana aesignaiaa

8-

-

No bid will lie arcertc-ifor less than
an annual rental ot 1100.00 par aactloa
for aaid land. Leaae will be made tm
substantial confomlty with form of oil and

teas lease on file In the office of the
of Public Land, copy of which
on application.
will be furnlilied
At
1919.
1468.00.
time
of
tha auccessful bidder will
bidding
WXNEX. 8EXNEX. SEX. Sea 6; Lota
?'Jacre i i
to pay the Commissioner of
required
auib
Witness my hsnd snd the official seal
Sale No. 1231
AH of Section t; T. 26 were selected for the Santa Fe and Grant
NEUSwS SswS wu
of the State Land Office of the Slate oi S
; Publie Land, the amount of the tint
R. 11 W containing
603.26 acres. County Railroad Bond Fund. There are Scc
New Mexico, this twentieth day of Scpiem
'' rental offered, the coat of advsr- 8 8WMVEU
Sec
no
There
are
on
this
1918.
no
Improvementa
traot
tlalna and
r.??.?.'.
her,
rma. irr,idr,i.i
Improvements on thla tract.
;
nvvMeivvM, oyiHKj, we. : hkswh, sea
T,, L
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
000 "
10; NWX. N48WX. NWXSEX. 8EX8BX. ,PoB8.e"8J,n w"' 08 8,ven.
?n
sale no. 1239
NEXSWK. 8W!SWK,
Sale No. 1253
EV4NW14,
E14NEX,
Commissioner of Public Lands,
oeo.
;
Sec.
17
14
WVNBX.
R.
W
18;
ejection
T.
8
24;
Mexicu
New
contRlnlnK
State ol
vvois,,
I'irsl Publication Si pi. 27, 1918.
18
Ing 240.00 acres, aelected for fhe Santa Grunt County Railroad Bond Fund. Th. "S:Jh'.w'?'
'
Last Publication Dec. 6, 1918.
'.
a
forf.iii.r. r.r
.n.i n
i NNEX,
Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Improvementa consist of renCln"' value
T' 34 S'; WWNBS8
Fund. The ImprovemenU consist of feno- f
62w
hand
and
the
official
my
NEW
MEXICO
STATE OF
R.
containing 37.116.45 acres,,
Ing, value 6175.00.
0( ,he
ind ?wemytlilrd Ty or
M7-3acre
were
NVi. Sec. 33; SW?4 wh,ch M
' No. 1263
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
this
of
Sole No. 1240-- E.,,
SWX. Sec. 22; NX.1 NWX. gee. 34 ; T. 17 8.. R. 11 W contain- -' the San,a Fe ond Grnnt Coun,y Ra'lrond Sctober 1918
Fund- Bond
The
NEXSEX. 8WXSEX.
Sec.
SEXSWW,
consist
PUBLIC LAND SALE
360.00
Improvements
23;
acres.
There
no
Ing
are
Improve. . W(.ii
nilSO
5- vc-i
MUU.ER,
RRUNWU
S,.f
k'uioiei
,
.'" ''
ami Ilicrilia VII 1I1IH I raCC
'--'
''
911
. ..... i .. 'i ..
U
Of, , 'I'
bit't.
Commissioner of Public Landa, State of
w
310.000,00.
SIERRA COUNTY
"
u, T inu nr. . i wuuiiiiiiia
wew Mexico.
.
itsti.oo acres.
There are no Improve- Safe No. 1254
E14SEX. See. 17;
No
bid
on
Office ol the Commissioner of Public mcnts on this tract.
the
described
above
will
tracts
First Publication Nov. 1, 1918.
SJ5XNEK, Sec. 20; EV4NEX SWNwi
Lands,
,h"n, THREE Df)L- iLast I'ubllcullon, Jan. 10, laij.
'Aue1'1;..?.',, k"
?" '
2ii
Sant, Fe. Mew Mexico, j fin(e N'
,I'AK
is Ihe ap. i.
ffi-.per acre,
n EMSISU.
Sec. tt, awu
value thereof, and in addition thereto
,i,r lilt) praised
aan' 20 m 23' S"' r 6 Bnnta Fe nnnd Grnntnvim, Bvir-irNotice is hereby given that pursuant lol"''4,
Railroad Bond the sucresslul hi.blrr must pay for the
County
J4?"?'
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
containing 160.00 acres. There are no Fund,
The Improvements
consist
of provemems thai exist on Ihe land.
provisions ot an Act oi Congress, aphouRu and fencing, value 8150 00
pruveu June atitn, iviu, tne laws oi tne iiiiuiureinaiui on una tract.
NOTIC1S FOIt PUBLICATION
Sole No. 1274 All of Sec. 16: T. 19 8..
btatc of ,ew Mcxilo and the lules and
Hale No. 1243
9 W" containing
resulatiuns of the biaie l.atnl Ollice, the
640.00 acres. The
SEX. SNEX
Etfi Bale No. 1255
8H, Sec. 3; SEX. N14
OIL, AND GAS LEASE OF PUBLIC
ix
: . - . rr. t. -Dto.
it. 8 w.. coma n- - swu. Bee. 4; iit t krussu h,.
is
ui lenuiiia, value
ii.iiiiuiuiiiiim
LANDS
No bid on the above described
1f" u0 acIes "elected for the Santa Fe T. 18 S., R. 11 W., contnlnlng 039.78 acres. 3108.35,
3 o'clock P. M.. on Tuesday. January 14th. In
of land wl" be ocepted for less than
1919. in the town of HilUb'oro, County of n"d Grant Coun'y RiiHrond Bond Fund. There are no Improvements on this tract.
QUAY COUNT!
310.00 per acre.
or oarn, well,,
Sierra. State of New Mexico, In front of
Sale No. 1256
SEXSEX. Sec. 0; NEX
Ofl.ce of the CommlHaloner of Puhlss
the court house therein the following do-- ,ump house' fencing, corral, value 1982.00.
ICacli
of
the
above
will
Ttracts
sc- - 7i - 18 S R. 13 W.. con- i.NBscribed tracts of land, vis.:
Lands,
Safe No. 1243
NWX, Sec. 12; T. 23 B., talnlng 80.00 ucres selected for the Santa le offered lor sale separately.
9 w- - containing
1C0.00 acres selected Fe nnd Grant County
Rallrond
Bond
Sale No. 1226
T.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Sea
above
The
sale
14;
of
land will be
SEXNWX,
There are no Improvements on 'o the following terms and conditions,subject
13 S
R. 6 W., containing 40.00 acres. for ,he Santa Fe and Grant County Rail- - Fund.
vir. :
conThe.
trnct.
Is l.urehy given that pursuant to
this
Notice
,KundImprovement
The Improvements consist of ditch and rfad ?.nd
B,st of "tclng and 20 acres cleared, value
Except for land selecird for the Santa the provisions of an Act of Congreas apfencing, value 850.00.
Ke anl Grant
Kailroad
Pnnd
1335.00.
Fun.!.
Sale No, 1257
Sec.
t'oun'y
S'SWX.
6; NWX,
...
proved June aoth, laiO, the laws of the
hM
... .,.
u.i..l k.a.i..
INVJSWX. B'C 7; 8WX. Sec. 18; T. 19 8..
Sals No. 1227
Lot 6. SEXSWX. SV4
of Public i nnrls or his agrni !fiuIUs of N' w ll xic0. "d rules and regit.
sec. 15; T. 25 S.. K. 13 W., EiSEX. Sec. 12; T. 19 8.. R. Commissioner
SEX. See. fi. r.yj. cue-- , 8; All of Sec. 9. W,
,
, I . . . twx.
noldinE
such
JZl 71 acres
sale, onr t went iet h nt ,h.. l',l'o,IB i me Dtaie lanu Ullice. tne IJum- selected 14 w contnlnlng 614.44 ncres of which1 price offered by him for the
contaning icu.ou
Set 10; SEX, SXSWX. Sec. 14; SWX
four missioner of Public Lands will offer for
nnd arant County Rail- - 634.44 acres were selected for the Santa! per cent interest in advance forland,
the bnl lease lor the mining fur. and extraction
NWX. SWX, W&SEX. SEXSEX. Sea ro' "!? Snn'a
run0" lne improvements con- - be nnd Grant County
Rallrond
Bond 4nce ' ,ucn purchase price, lees for a.l of oil and gas. at public auction to the
15; All of Section 16; MA. SEX. Sea 21; -,ullu
sou-uu- .
ru..u. ne improvements consist or renc "
NV.NEX. NXNWX. SVVXNWX. Sec. 22;
to the sale herein each nnil tl' l'Khest bidder at 10 o'clock. A. M.. Jan- A said amounts must he deposited
'
rv., vuiicuiiiiiib dotu.ot
c .
i . it , a., n.
in cmli uury lln. lu10. In the town of Tucum- ! T' 26
8"
-480.00 acres were .elected Rr
acres, of which
at tlie lime ol sale
exenanire
ceriineo
,1'
"i'"i.y oi wuay, total' or lew Alex- 10 W
.
acres selected
Sale No. 1258 NTV. See. an: T. ia s
. ,i,. cr ...
containing
.i r
ind which said amounts and ail of theniUco, In front of the court bruise
i..
tlivnli.
. ii w. coninining U,3.b3 ncres selected,
su .tret to
itnti- to
"
the
State
county
road. Bond Fund. The ImprovemenU con- - 1"' ,
,
i.jrleiture
ofjthc following described lands,
"- '
ull
rcitll- "
"v
"
BISt Of a house. Value 8300.00.
umin
""l""
,.ie,
vuuiuy
anj
ments on this tract.
contract within thirty days
(road Bond Fund. There are no Improve - '"?1
Sale No. I,C ti,, SWX. NWX SEX
-- .
. " '. - - Sec. 16; Sih'EX. SEX SWX. NWS4SW'.
,
,
.nIf
...
mm.
.HIMJ
v la t
tJ
r . aa,,, MHtraM
1,
iimic
"
pronr.i
Sec. 2li; SEX.NEX, X'i SEX. Sea
"vciioiiB a. swuon. 31. 32. SS: WU. Kv 5.1- T
may at his opt,
R
a
c- - ...' n. , ", " 'm'c OI7e
,
71 1
SMI-.X- .
e. 1. lo s., it, T?..
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COUNTESS

Bid? Company

LOSCHEK

All

PLOTS TO FRUSTRATE

THE

Blfbti Snored

Copyright,

doll red to smoking gray. The code
book she hesitated over, but at last,
with a shrug of her shoulders, she re- It to Its biding pluce In the'

MAR-

tn.-ne-

RIAGE OF KARL AND

HEDWIG

Jewel-cas-

The crown prince of Livonia, Ferdinand Wllliuin Otto,
Synopsis.
ten years olil, tuken t tin; opera liy inn Hunt, tires of the singing and
slips away to the park, where he makes the acquaintance of Bobby
Thorpe, a little American boy. Returning to tin' mince lit night, be
flnilH everything
uproar us u result of the search which has been
maile for Mm. The kuiiiu night the rhiiiicoHor rails to consult the
hoy's grandfather, the old king, who l.s very 111. The chancellor suggests that to preserve the kingdom, which Is threatened by plots of
the terrorists to form u republic, the friendship of the neighboring
e
kingdom of Knrnla he secured by giving the 1'iiucess Iledwlg in
to King Karl of thut country.
mur-rlag-

,

Coupled with her bitterness was a
sense of relief. Only when the papers
were destroyed hud she realized the
weight they had been. She summoned
Minna, her maid, and dressed for the
street Then, Hi mm accompanying
her, she summoned her carriage and
went shopping.
She reached the palace again In
time to dress for dinner. Somewhere
on that excursion she had left the let
ter, to be sent to Its destination over
the border by special messenger that

night

CHAPTER III.

Continued.

The chancellor strode around
screen, scratching two tables with his
Rwonl as be advanced, and kissed the
hand of the 1'rineess Annuncluta. They
were old enemies and therefore always very polite to each other. The
archduchess offered Mm a cup of tea,
which he took, although alio alwuys
made very had ten. And for a few
moments they discussed things. Thus:
the king's condition; the replanting of
the place with trees; and the date of

'j

I

!

I

dog-lik- e

H

They Were Old Enemies.
bringing out the Princess Hilda, who
was still In the school room.
But the archduchess suddenly came
to business. She was an abrupt per"Anil now, general," she Mild,
son.
"what Is
"I am in trouble, highness," replied
the chancellor simply.
"We lire most of us in that rendition
at all times. I suppose you mean this
Shsurd iillulr of yesterday. Why such
turmoil about It? The hoy run
When lie was ready he reway.
turned, lie Is here now, and safe."
"I am afraid he is not as safe us
you think, mudaiuc."
"Why?"
He sat forward on the edge of his
chair, nnd told her of the students ut
the university, who were being tired
by some powerful voice; of the disappearance of the two spies; of the
evidence that the Committee of Ten
was meeting again, and the failure to
discover their meeting place; of disaffection among the people, according
to the reports of his agents. And then
to the real purpose of bis visit. Karl
of Karnln had, unollirial.'y, proposed
for the Princess Iledwlg.
He had
himself broached the matter to the
king, who had at least taken It under
advisement.
The archduchess listened, rather pale.
"Madame, ufter centuries of Independence we now face a crisis which
we cannot meet alone. Believe me, I
know of what I speak. United, we
could stand against the world. Hut a
divided kingdom, a disloyal and dia- contented people, spells the end.
And nt last he convinced her. Hut,
m uum ui a ............
ucciiuk.; sue
mold, she voiced un objection, not to
the scheme, but to Karl himself. "I
dislike him. He Is arrogant and
stupid."
And
"Hut powerful, madame.
what else Is there to do?"
There was nothing else, and she
knew it But she refused to brouch
the matter to Iledwlg.
And It ended with the chnneellor.
looking most ferocious but Inwardly
aneasy, undertaking to put, as one may
Bay, a flea Into the I'rincess Hedwlg's
mall ear.
As he strode out. the door Into the
next room closed quietly.

itr

CHAPTER IV.
Th Letter.
The Countess Loschek was alone.
Uone and stormlui. She had sent her
Pile Fabrlee Favored.
chiffon velBlack and
vets are reported by New Tork factory
the most
representatives to be among
various pile
the
of
weaves
iopolr
fabrics for fall which bare been sellsince the
ing steadily and consistently
summer. Dress manearly part of the said to hare placed
ufacturers are
avme very liberal recorders forIn this
the
be found
wave where It could Retailers
from
pteslred colorings.
also
War parts of the country hare
(tea seeking further supplies of chlf-

i
'

Prince Ferdinand William Otto, at
and the moment of her return, wus preparing for. bed. He washed himself,
with Oskar standing by, holding a
She bated her. She had always great soft towel. Kven the towels
hated her. Tor her youth, first; later, were too large. And he brushed his
when she saw bow things were going, teeth, and had two drinks of water,
for the accident that had mude tier u because a sllflish feeling In his throat
granddaughter to the king.
persisted. And ut lust he crawled up
And Karl
Into Uie high bed thut was so much
Kven this last June, when Kurl had too
big for him, and had to crawl out
fie
sum-nulooked-for
t
made his
visit to
again, because he had forgotten his
palace where the court bad been prayers.
In residence, he had already hud the
When everything was done, and the
thing In mind. liven when Ids arms hour of putting out the light could no
had been about her, Olga Loschek, he
he said good night
longer be
had been looking over her shoulder, to Oskar, delayed,
who bowed. There was a
us it were, at Iledwlg. lie hud hud it
great deal of bowing In Otto's world.
all In his wicked head, even then. For
Then, whisk I It was dark, with only
Karl was wicked. She loathed Mm the moon face of the cathedral clock
while she loved him.
for company. And as It was now
She
Iledwlg would murry Karl.
twenty minutes past seven, the two
might he troublesome, would indeed hands drooped until It looked like a
all lost certainly
be troublesome, fnce with a cruel mouth, and was
Strangely enough, the countess hated really very poor company.
her the more for that. To value bo
Oskar, having bowed himself Into
lightly the thing for which Olga the corridor and past the two sentries,
I.oschek would have given her soul,
reported to a very great dignitary
tills in Itself was hateful. Hut there across
the hall that his royal highness
was more. The countess saw much the Crown Prince Ferdinand
William
with her curiously wide, almost child- Otto was In bed. And the dignitary
now
was
It
that had a chance to go away and get his
only
ishly bland eyes;
It occurred to her to turn what she
dinner.
account.
knew of Iledwlg nnd Nlkky to
But alone In his great bed, the
She stopped pacing tin tlnnr, nnd crown
prince was shedding a few
sat down. Suppose Iledwlg and Nlkky
shamefaced tears. lie was extremely
IledI.nrlseh went uway together?
ashamed of them. He felt that under
wlg, she felt, would have the courage no circumstances would his soldier
even for that. That would stop things.
father have behaved so. He reached
Hut Iledwlg did not trust her. And out and secured one of the two clean
qualthpre was about Nlkky a
folded hnndkerchiefs that were always
ity of devotion, which warned her
on the bedside stand at night
that, the deeper his love for Hedwig, placed
nnd blew his nose very loudly. But
the more unlikely he would be to he could not
sleep.
bring her to disgrace. Nlkky might
ne gave Miss Bralthwalte time to go
be difficult
to
her
sitting room, and for eight
She must try for Fledwlg's cononce every
fidence! But Karl I How to reach o'clock to pass, a because
young gentlemun of
him? Not with reproaches, not with hour, all night
the
appointed for this purpose
anger. She knew her mnn well. To and court,
dubbed a "wet nurse" by Jealous
To
off
first
was
him
the
hold
thing.
comrades,
opened his door
postpone the formal proposal, and gain and made cautiously
a stealthy circuit of the
been
had
right,
time. If the rhnncellor
see that all was well.
and things were as bad as they ap- room, to
The crown prince got up. He negpeared, the king's death would precipihis bedroom slippers,
tate a crisis. Might, Indeed, overturn lected to put on In
his bare feet be
of course, and
the throne.
room to the study
The king was very feeble. This padded across the
was not entirely durk. A
nffalr of yesterday had told on him. door. It
burned there. It stood on
The gossip of the court was that the night light
n table directly under the two crossed
worse.
for
the
a
seen
had
change
day
Beneath the swords, In a
Ills heart was centered on the crown swords.wood
burnt
frame, were the pictures
prince.
of his father and mother. Hedwig had
another
was
here
viewpoint.
Ah,
outfit at
him a
Suppose the crown prince had not given
doue the work
had
he
nnd
Christmas,
with
would
come back? What
happen,
consisted of the royal
the king dead, and no king? Chaos, himself. It
to
A
revolution. arms, somewhat out of drawing and
free hand
of course.
In the center of the frame,
not
Iledwlg fighting for her throue, uud and exactly
a floral border of daisies, exInevitably losing It.
geometrical, because he hud
I!nt that was further than she enred tremelythem
in first with a compass.
drawn
to go Just then. She would finish cerThe boy, however, gave the pictures
tain work that she had set out to do,
and proceeded. In
and then she was through. No longer only a hasty glance
to carry a
would dread uud terror grip her in the a businesslike manner,
chair to the cabinet. On the
straight
hours.
night
shelf sat the old cloth dog. Its
P,ut she would finish. Karl should top
eyes looked glazed with
him.
She
failed
had
never say she
its ears were quite alert.
but
sleep,
which
for
had In her possession papers
the crown prince unhe walled or pretended to wuit: data Very cautiously
locked
the
stepped precariously
door,
to
care
did
not
secured by means she
to the lower shelf of the cabinet.
remember; plans nnd figures carefully
there by one royal hund, and
complied a thousand deaths In one, if hung
the dog down.
lifted
they were found on her. She would
At nine o'clock the wet nurse took
get them out of her hands at once.
sword in another room and
It was s'lll but little after five. She off his
leaned it against a chair. Then he
brought her papers together on her examined his
revolver, in accordance
small mahogany desk, from such hidwith a formula prescribed by the old
ing places as women know the linings
Then he went In and examined
of perfumed sachets, the toes of small king.
the room with a flashlight, and lis
In
a
secret
muff;
the
pocket
slippers,
the crown prince s breathing.
and having locked her doors, put tened to
at
Her hands were He had been a cronpy baby. onAnd,
them In order.
to the
last, he turned the flashlight
c!,A
!.,
eyes
A pair of
bed.
frep un(, ,np (Hmi(,r
,
n pvnt
Tne stared nt him from the pillow.
mit Rhp
!" snid the wet nurse.
,
Well, I'm
,)anei
p.ippr9 ,D onl(,ri sllP W(,nt
w.,n 0f npr dressing room, nnd, And went out, looking thoughtful.
n
slldlng It aside, revealed the safe In
In a shop where, that afternoon, the
which her Jewels were kept. Not that
her Jewels were very valuable, but the countess bud purchased some Lyous
silks, one of the clerks, l'eter Niburg,
safe was there, and she used It
was free at lust At seven o clock,
The countess took out a Jewel-casthe last rolls of silk
emptied It. lifted Its chamois cushions, having put away
and took out a small book, it was an on the shelves behind him, and covered
Indifferent hiding plnce, but long Im- them with calico to keep off the dust;
Rehaving given a iinul glance of disdain
munity had made her careless.
In the linens, across;
ferring to the book, she wrote a letter at the clerk under the
counter for
in code. It was, to ull appearances, having reached
a friendly letter referring to a family his stiff black bat of good quality and
cane; having donued
In her native town, and asking that his
the recipient see that assistance he the hat and bung the stick to his arm
sent them before Thursday of the fol- with two swaggering gestures; having
so to speak, he
lowing week. The assistance was prepared his offensive,
specified with much detail at her ex- advanced.
Between Peter Niburg and Herman
pense to send so many blankets, so
many loaves of bread, a long list Spier of the linens, was a feuX Its
Having finished, she destroyed, by source. In the person of a pretty
burning, a number of papers, watch- cashier, had gone, but the feud rewaa of the sort ttat smiles
ing until the Inst asTi had turned from mained.

maid away with a sharp word,
now she was pacing the floor.
Ufe
Ifcdwig, of all people!

dark-colore-

wood-burnin- g

J917,
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with the lips and scowls with the eyes,
quite awful
things, although it wus Peter Niburg
who did most of the talking.
And Herman- hated Peter. The cashier was gone, had married a restaurant
keeper, and already she waxed fat.
But Herman's hatred grew with" the
days. And business being bad, much
of the time he stood behind his linens
and thought about a certuln matter,
widen was this:
How did Peter Niburg do it?
They were paid the same scant
wage. Each Monday they stood to
gether, Peter smiling und he frowning,
nnd received Into open palms exactly
enough to live on, without extras. And
each Monday Peter pocketed his cheerfully, and went back to his post twirl
ing his mustache as though all the
money of the realm Jingled In bis
trousers.
To accept the Inevitable, to smile
over one's poverty, thut Is one thing.
But there was more to It. Peter made
his money go amazingly far. It was
Peter, for Instance, who the summer
before, the American Scenic Knllway
had opened to the public, with much
crossing of flags, the national emblem
and the stars and stripes. It was Peter
who had Invited the lady to an evening of thrills on that same railway
at a definite sum per thrill.
It was Peter, then, who made the
Impossible possible, who wore good
clothes nnd did not have his boots
patched, who went, rumor said, to the
opera now and then, and followed the
score on his own battered copy.

that speaks pleasantly

now?
Herman Spier had suspected him of
many things; had secretly audited his
cash slips; bad watched him for surreptitious parcels of silk. Once he had
thought he had him. But the package
of Lyons silk, opened by the proprietor at Herman's suggestion, proved
to be material for a fancy waistcoat
and paid for by Peter Nlburg's own
hand.
With whatt nerman stood con
fused, even confounded, but still
suspicious. And now, this very day,
A
he had stumbled on something.
great lady from the court had made n
purchase, and had left, under a roll
of silk, a letter. There was no misAnd Peter Niburg had put
take.
away the silk, and pocketed the letter,
after a ewlft glance over the little
shop.
An Intrigue, then, with Peter Niburg
or something else.
as the
Something vastly more Important, the
discovery of which would bring Her
man prominence beyond his fellows In
a certain secret order to which be be
longed.
In a way, he was a stupid man, this
clerk who sold the quaint
red and yellow cottons of the common
people side by side with the heavy
linens that furnished forth the tables
of the rich. But hatred gave him wits.
Gave him speed, too. He wns only
thirty feet behind Peter Niburg when
that foppish gentlemun reached the
corner.
Herman was skilled In certain mat
ters. He knew, for Instance, that a
glance into a shop window, a halt to
tie a shoe, may be a ruse for passing a paper to other hands. But Peter
ne went, not more
did not stop,
swiftly than usual, to his customary
pale-eye-
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Butterfly Gown.
make a butterfly gown with
metallic embroidery and puts a soft.
tint. artlnelHl snx rose wnere tn
sne
embroidered butterfly alights,
also has a lovely black gown of chiffon In straight lines, with lines of
from waisttiny silver bugle running
line to hem and flashing like lightning
The Cry for Peace.
xnere u
Kntcker What Is the question with streaks down tne oaca.
unllned, of the chiffon
train,
aquare
Germany?
wee silver bugles.
Bocker Whether she baa experi- edged with theoe
front there are
of
the
aide
each
Down
or
a
heart
of
enced a change
only
bine taffeta
of
MtUer
flat
loop
long,
change of lungs.

fon velvets, together with but slightly
less liberal qualities of velveteens velIt would
ours, and some corduroys.
appear that the volume of business
for the season Is to depend entirely
on the rate of production which the
mills are able to maintain.

t ..rin

fort

Seeing Peter settled, a steaming
platter before bim, Herman turned
and hurried through the night This
which he had happened on was a big
thing, too big for bim alone. Two
He
heads were better than o
would take advice.
Off the main avenue he fell Into a
smart trot. The color came to his
pale cheeks. A cold sweat broke out
over htm. He was short of wind from
But at last he
many cigarettes.
reached the bouse.
Black Humbert was not In his bu
reau, behind the grating. With easy
familiarity Herman turned to a door
beyond and entered. A dirty little
room. It was littered now with the
preparations for a meal. On the bare
table were a loaf, a Jug of beer, and
a dish of fried veal. The concierge
was at the stove making gravy in a
frying pan a huge man, bearded and
heavy of girth, yet stepping lightly,
like a cat. A dark mun and culled
"the black," be yet revealed, on full
glance, eyes curiously pale and flat.
No greeting passed between them.
Humbert gave his visitor a quick
glance. Herman closed the door, and
wiped out the band of his hat. The
concierge poured the gravy over the

In the Shadows Outside
and Watched.
restaurant, one which faced over the
square and commanded a view of the
palace. And there he settled himself
in a window and ordered bis dinner.
From the outside Herman stared
In. He lurked in the shadows outside,
and watched.
Peter aat alone, and stared out
Herman (ok shelter, and watched.
But Peter Niburg did not see him.
HI eyes were fixed on the gloomy

He Lurked

ribbon. The odd trick Is the long loop
of black chiffon edged with bugles
that drop as a panel from hips to
side of train. These loops rest on the
floor when one walks. For dancing
they are lifted and slipped over the
arms, which brings the train Into
kind of Spanish cape.

"I have discovered something," Herman said. "As to Its value, I know
nothing, or Its use to us."
"Let me Judge that."
"It Is a matter of a letter."
"Sit down, mun, und tell It Or do
you wish me to draw the Information,
like bad teeth?"
"A letter from the palace," said
Herman. And explained.
He was
Black Humbert listened.
skeptical, but not entirely Incredulous.
He knew the court none better. The
women of the court wrote many letters. He saw a number of them,
through one of bis men In the post
office.
There were many Intrigues.
After all, who could blame them? The
court was dreary enough these days,
and If they chose to amuse themselves
ns best they could one must make
allowances.
"A liaison I" he said' at last, with
his mouth full. "The countess Is
and bored. Annunclata Is driving her to wickedness, as she drove
her husband. But It Is worth consideration. Even the knowledge of an
Intrigue Is often helpful. Of what
size was the letter?"
"A small envelope. I saw no more."
"So." The big man rose, and untied bis soiled apron. "Go back," he
said, "and enter the restaurant Order a small meal, that you may have
finished when be does. Leave with
bim and suggest the Hungarla."
"Hungarlal I have no monjy."
"You will need no money. Now,
mark this: At a certain corner you
will be attacked and robbed. A mere
form," he added, ns he saw Herman's
pallid face go whiter. "For the real
envelope will be substituted another.
In his breast pocket, you said. Well,
then suggest going to his room. He
may," added the concierge grimly, "require your assistance. Leave him at
his lodging, but watch the house. It
Is Important to know to whom he delivers these letters."
As the man stood, he seemed to the
cowering Hermnn to swell until he
dominated the room. He took on authority. To Herman came suddenly,
the memory of a hidden room, and
many men, and one, huge and towering, who held the others In the hollow
of his hnnd. Back went Hermnn over
his earlier route. But now he did not
run. His craven knees shook beneath
him. Fresh sweut, not of haste but
of fear, broke out over him. He who
was brave enough of tongue In the
meetings, who was capable of rising
to heights of cruelty that amounted to
ferocity when one of a mob, was a
covenrd alone.
However, the sight of the restaurant,
nnd of his fellow clerk eating culmly,
quieted him. Peter Niburg was still
alone. Herman took a table near bim,
and ordered a bowl of soup. His
hands Bhook, but the hot food revived
him. After all, It was simple enough.
But, of course. It hinged entirely on
his fellow clerk's agreeing to accompany him.
He glnnced across. Peter Niburg
was eating, but his eyes were fixed
on Madame Marie, nt her high desk.
There wns speculation In them, and
something else. Triumph, perhaps.
Suddenly Herman became calm.
Calm with hate.
And, after all, it was very easy.
Peter Niburg was lonely. The burden
of the letter oppressed him. He
wanted the comfort of human conversation and the reassurance of a
familiar face. When the two met nt
the rack by the door which contained
their lints, his expression was almost
friendly. They went out together.
"A fine night," said Herman, and
cast an eye at the sky.
"Fine enough."
"Too good to waste In sleep. I was
thinking," observed Herman, "of an
hour or two at the Hungarla."
The Hungarla I Something In Peter's
pleasure-hungrheart leaped, but be
mocked his fellow clerk.
"Since when," he Inquired, "have)
yc frequented the Hunganf
band-som-
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Separate Skirts New.
Fall trade In separate skirts, conmade in some
trary to the
quarters not so very long ago, has
been nnd continues to De verg gooa.
Standard woolen fabrics are selling In
tho plainer models made more especially for practical wear, while In some
of the other models designed for sport
purposes there are quite a number of
Shew 'Em the Cashier's Window.
"Do yon think we ought to settle novelty weaves In demand. Silks,
fhlefly satins, are the leaders In the
with the Germans?"
"Not at all. They've got to Settle drescy models, and In some quarters
It la said that business of this sort
with as."
J

"I (eel In the mood," was tne oatt
what sullen reply. "I work hard
enough, God knows, to have a little
pleasure now and then." Danger was
making bim shrewd. He turned away
from Peter Niburg, then faced him
again. "If you care to come," he suggested. "Not a supner, you understand, but a glass of wine, Italian
champagne," he added.
Peter Niburg was fond of sweet
champagne.
Quietly be pushed his bat to the
back of his bead, and hung bis stick TROPHIES FOR ROAD MAKERS
over his forearm. After all, why not?
Mnrle was gone. Let the past die.
Manitoba Adopts Unique Plan for In.
If Herman could moke the first move,
creasinn.Good Highway In
He
second.
the
let him, Peter, make
That Province.
old
linked arms with his
enemy,
"A fine night," he said.
The present European struggle den
o net rates In no uncertain fashion the
CHAPTER V.
advantages of good roads, and proves
that the highways allowconclusively
The Right to Live and Love.
most traffic and standing the
the
ing
Dinner was over in the dull old din- most wear are
equally Important
The Archduchess An- whether
ing room.
they were built during the
nunclata lighted a clgnrette, and
reign of the Caesars or the present
glanced across the table at Hedwig. . day.
silent
been
had
very
during
Hedwig
To stimulate the good roads movethe meal. She had replied civlllf ment the Manitoba government Is do-Iits best In every way. Many roads
have been put under the highways act
which means that the government is
with any progres- willing to go
,

ne

50-5-

meat

'

shoe-butto- n

silver-toppe-

mass across, snot witn small light
from deep windows, which was the
palace.
Peter was calm. He had carried
many such letters as the one now hidden In his breaiit pocket No conscience stirred In him. If he did
not do this work, others would.
He had until midnight. At that
hour a messenger would receive the
letter from him In the colonnade of
the cathedral. On this night, each
Someweek, the messenger waited.
times there was a letter, sometimes
none. That was all. It was amazingly simple, and for It one received the
difference between penury and com-

Or.e of the Trophies Provided by Manitoba to Increase Interest in Good

Roads.
sive municipality as far as the making
of Its roads are concerned.
To further stimulate the good roads
Idea the Manitoba government has hod
made two silver trophies, to be competed for annually through the province, one for gravel roads, the other
for earth, says Manitoba Free Press.
Both hear on their surfaces a
scene, showing In relief the
Appitiu
way, over which St Paul
passed on his way to Home and which
still is In use. The trophy for the
n
earth class has, In addition to the
way scene, a log drag with horses
attached.

"Since When," He Inquired, "Have
You Frequented the Hungarla?"
when spoken to, but that wns all. Hei
mother, who had caught the countess'
trick of narrowing her eyes, Inspected
her from under lowered lids.
"Well?" she said. "Are you still
sulky?"
"I? Not at all, mother." Her head
went up, and she confronted her
mother squarely.
"I should like to Inquire, if I may,"
observed the archduchess, "Just how
you have spent the day. This morn-ninfor Instance?"
Hedwig shrugged her shoulders, but
her color rose.
"I rode."
"Where?"
"At the riding school, with Otto."
"Only with Otto?"
"Captain Larisch was there."
"Of course! Then you have pre
tlcally spent the day with him!"
"I have spent most of the day with
Otto."
"This devotion to Otto It Is new,
I think. You were eager to get out
of the nursery. Now, It appears, you
must fly back to schoolroom teas and
I should like to
other absurdities.
know why."
"I think Otto Is lonely, mother."
The archduchess was in one of hJ
sudden moods of Irritution. Hedwig
remark about Otto's loneliness, th
second that day, struck home. Ia hel
anger she forgot her refusal to tbt
chancellor.
"I have something to say that wit
put an end to this sentimental non
sense of yours, Hedwig. I should for
bid your seeing this boy, this youni
Lurisch, If I felt It necessary. I d(
not. You would probably see hln
anyhow, for that matter." She rose
and threw ber bolt out of a clear sky
"It Is unnecessary to remind you no'
to make a fool of yourself. But 1'
may not be out of pluce to say that
your grandfather has certain plans fot
you that will take your mind awaj
from this this silly boy, soon enough.'
Hedwig had risen, and was standing, very white, with her hands ot
the table. "What plans, mother?"
"He will tell you."
"Not I am not to be irmrrled?"
The Archduchess Annunrlata wai
not all bard. She could never forglvi
her children their father. But thej
were, her children, and Hedwig wai
all that she was not, gentle and roans'
and young. Suddenly something al
most like regret stirred in her.
"Don't look like that child," sh
said. "It Is not settled. And, aftet
all, one marriage or another what
Men art
difference does It make?
men. If one does not core. It make
the things they do unimportant"
"But
surely,"
Hedwig gasped
"surely I shall be consulted?"
Annunclata shook her head. They
had all risen. As for Olga Loschek
she was very still, but her eyes
burned.
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SECRET OF IMPROVED ROADS
Every Farmer Must Do His Part In
Keeping Highways Dragged
Work Is Appreciated.

The secret of good roads is for every
farmer to do his part in keeping them
dragged, according to the Lyman Coun-

ty Farm Bureau News. County Agent
Lewallen writes further : "Road dragging fits In about the best of any work
on the farm, for a fellow can drag
for a few hours when It Is too wet to
get Into the field, und he certainly ap
preciates having It when It Is time to
go to town with the wagon or the auto.

Farmers who have dragged the roads
have the thanks of nil other farmers in
the country nnd the praise of all vis
itors. But the roll of iionor should be
increased.
"It seems quer that so easily con
structed an Implement ns a road drug
can create such wonders on heavy
roads. The best way to convince yourself Is to drag your own stretch of
road. If you have already drugged
it every farmer who has gone over it
is talking about it and wishing to
goodness that you hud gone on a couple
of miles further."
OUTLOOK

ROAD MAKING

Rather Dubious on Account of Shortage of Labor Deoided Reforms
Should Be, Made.
With the shortage of labor for road- making and the more general use of
the roads for heavy hauling. It Is likely that the roads ns they exist will not
te able to withstand the hard usage,
nnd the outlook is dubious for the automobile. Mnny industrial companies
are making use of fleets of trucks to
deliver their goods, Instead of subject
ing themselves to the uncertainties of
the railroad service and the wear and
tear on the roads thus made use of is
more than they can tube care of. This.
more than ever, makes it evident that
there should bo some very decided reforms made In the matter of road
building. The makeshift repairs which
have heretofore been made are not
uow sufficient, nnd all new
work should be made on the most
substantial lines.
Suspicious Creature.
"A hard woman to plense." "How
KnV "When her husband telephones
.that he will be detained nt the office
aha wants to know whose office and the
;nnture of the detention." Birmingham
g

A Billion Silver Dollars.
One billion silver dollars, laid In a
row, says Gas Logic, each coin Just
touching the one before It and the one
following, would form a llne that
would rwtch practically around the entire world.

The message of the countess
to King Karl la' stolen and
causes a lot of trouble for several people. Read about It In
the next, installment
(TO BIB OOMTINUKJO.'
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has been better than during the same
erlod of last year. Rather dark but
very rich colors, such as taupe, brown,'
a bluish gray and one or two others.
Lave been most widely sought In foa
dressy models, however, black contln-ue- r
to be the leader.

Guard Your Work.
Do not work so hard that you have
no time to look up and around you, no
time to exchange ideas with another,
no time for quiet thought To work
without growth means exhaustion. The
spring Itself must be fed if its waters
are not to fall.

Inducements.
"Doesn't your landlord offer yon any
'
Inducements to remain?"
"Well, be Intimates that next winter
we may have aa abundant supply erf
free tea."

Tea Blending Practical Monopoly.
The business of tea blending Is peculiarly British. For 100 years Mincing lane has blended tea for the whole
world and brought the work Into the
region of an exact science.
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Party Frocks For Youthful

THE
KITCHEN
CABINET
Wise men ne'er sit and wall their loss.
But cheerily seek; how to redress their
harms.
Shakespeare.
GOOD THINGS IN 6EAS0N.

HESTNCTS may be
served In such a variety of dishes that
those who are fortunate enough to have
serve
may
plenty
many dainty dishes.
Hulled and served as
jponil War (tHui'.Ui an escalloped dish,
they will nicely take
the place of meat ; as
a cream soup, or nut loaf or In Nessel-rodpudding they are the nut par
excellence.
Chestnut Soup. Conk two cupfuls
of shelled and blanched chestnuts In
chicken stock until tender. Press
through a sieve and add a cupful of
rich hot milk with the same of the
troth, celery salt, salt, cayenne nnd
Cook two
nutmeg to season.
of onion In three of chicken
fat, add two of flour and stir Into the
soup. Cook five minutes, odd a cupful of hot cream nnd serve at once.
Milk may be used with a beaten egg
In place of cream. Serve strained.
Nesselrode Pudding. Make a cus
tard of three cupfuls of milk-- , one and
a half cupfuls of sugar, and the yolks
of five eggs, strain, cool nnd add a
pint of thin cream, a fourth of a cupful of pineapple sirup and one and n
half cupfuls of prepnred chestnuts.
To prepare the chest
then freeze.
nuts, shell, cook, remove brown skin
nnd force through n strainer. Line a
melon mold with part of
the mixture and to the remainder add
half a cupful of candled fruit, cut In
small bits,
of a cupful of
sultann raisins and eight chestnuts
broken In pieces and soaked several
hours In maraschino sirup.
Fill the
mold, cover, pack In salt and Ice nnd
let stand several hours to ripen. Serve
nntnnldcd on a platter garnished with
whipped cream sweetened nnd flavored
with maraschino sirup.
Chestnut Pie. I'repare a custard
for a pie, till the crust and sprinkle
finely chopped chestnuts over the top
before putting Into the oven.
Chocolate Nut Pudding. Mix a cupful of soft hrctidcrumbo with two cupfuls of scalded milk, one cupful of
chopped chestnuts, n half teaspoonful
s
of salt, two egg yolks and
of n cupful of honey, one
square of chocolate grated, then fold
In the beaten whites of two eggs nnd
bake In small molds 20 to 30 minutes.
e

The debutnnte and her youthful plain
Mends are entitled to a few of the from
keen Joys of life, even in war times.
With

sweethearts overseas, or In
training camps, and days fill oil with
war work and letter writing, she certainly earns the
Joy thnt
Is to be gathered from a new party
frock. And the party frock Is easier
to make at the home than other frocks,
excepting, of course, house dresses; It
Is for this reason not an extravagance
in war times.
A very pretty model is Illustrated
here of a frock that ought to inspire
any girl with a desire to make It for
herself. Crepe georgette, plnln and
printed, a little taffeta silk and a hit
of embroidery In silk make tip Its analysis so far as materials are concerned. All the sewing, including the
is simple
embroidery,
enough. There Is an amlersllp of thin
silk to begin with, with a baby waist
which takes the place of a corset
never. The skirt of the frock is of
heart-hoalin-

g

long-stitc- h

crept! georgette hanging straight
a gathered waistline, nnd the
bodice Is of taffeta, aim
embroidered In motifs at each sldt. It
slips over a chemisette of lnce with
a collar at the back that disappears
under the bodice a very new arfd

pleasing feature that adds to the
and appropriateness oil the
frock.
An oversklrt of wide lace falls to
the hem of the crepe skirt and is partially covered with an overdrope of
lovely printed crepe georgette. It will
be noticed that the sldrt Is
long
und the neck only moderately low. If
there Is one thing mora than another
that returning conquering heroes will
admire In the American girls they are
prepared to ndore It will be n prelty
modesty In dress. They will come
hack prepared to make comparisons,
They are already convinced thut the
Americans are the prettiest nnd sweet
est girls In the world nnd the girls'
must see to It thnt they don't change
their minds.

Four Hats, Simple and Smart

two-qua-

three-fourth-

Octoher's
And life's
Hut place
And hope

child Is born of woe.
vlrlssltudes must know;
an npnl on her hrejiM
will lull her cares to rest.

PREPARE

EVERYBODY'S

W

...

rib-Ixi- if

Bread Pudding. Cut thin
slices of bread Into
squares
and arrange (n a buttered baking-diswith layers of raisins, chopped tig, or
canned grated plaeaitple. Pour over
It a pint of milk In which an egg has
been stirred, add n little honey for
sweetening and bake about twenty
minutes.
Spiced Apples With Cider. Take a
cupful euch of brown sugar and elder,
of a cupful of good vinegar,
two bay leaves, twenty whole cloves,
six whole allspice, two Inches of cinnamon nnd a blr.de of ninco. put Into
a saucepan and bring to a boll, pare
and core eight tart apples cut In qtiar
tors, add to the sirup and simmer
gently until tender. Skim out and hot!
down the sirup until It Is thick as
honey, pour over the fruit and serve
very cold with cake.
two-Inc-

h

Who seeks for heaven alone to sa is
his soul,
May keep the path but will not reach
the goal;
While he who walks In love may wa:i-de- r
far,
Tet God will bring him where th
blessed are.
Henry Van Dyke

MEATLESS DISHES.
OH those who can, ot
eat meat and for others who will shurtiin
the meat ration to
siivu for our armies,

the following reclpts
may prove helpful

EggplantCookCr

sulll-cien- t

MODERN GALLANTRY.
Hook I hear you are on the wawagon, old man.
Cook I was, but I got off o glvs

ter

my seat to a lady.

-

be-lat-

-

dark-colore- d

good-lookin- g
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one-piec-
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TEXT Genesis
TEXT-Spe- uk

"That's Just the point. Everybody
fast that nobody stops
to pronounce anything."
Is traveling so

Finicky Woman.
"What boat did you come back onl
"The Mary Ann. It caused me a lot
of trouble, too."
"In what way?"
"I hud the dickens of n time con
vincing my wife that because the ship
had a plebeian name like Mary Ann
was no sign that It was that kind ot
a vessel."
Better Paid.
"You there In overalls !" shouted the
lawyer. "How much
are you paid for telling untruths?"
"Less than yon are," retorted the
witness, "or you'd be In overalls, too."

Way to Work It.
"A man should not stnre at n pretty
girl if he has his wife with him."

"Decidedly not."
"Besides, he enn get an eyeful out ol
one corner if he's nt all smooth."
Dazing Him.
"Attire makes t lie successful
"I get you. Dazzle the rustnmet
with diamonds and then take hit
order."
Like an Explosion.
"flood many strange girls scattered
over town."
"Yes." said the Plunkville citizen,
"A comic opery company Jest burst."

p
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Acta

Proverbs

27:18-2-

man
every
Kphesinns 4:25.

KEADINU-Kphcsl- ani

MATERIAL Genesis Zl;
Zevhartah 8:10-1-

12:17-2-

5:1-1-

I. Isaac's
Purpose Regarding the
Birthright (27:1-4)- .
The Infirmity of old ago reminded
Isaac that he should set his house la
order. The particular matter needing
attention was the determination as to
who should be the head of the house
when he was gone. As to whether
Isaac knew what Cod had told
concerning Jacob's priority we
are not told (Gen. 2.ri:23), but It Is
evident thnt he lacked spiritual discernment, being under the sway of his
appetite. Even though he was ignorant
of Ood's plan as revealed to Ite!elah,
Ksau's action In marrying heathen
women (flen. 20; 34. 3.r), ought to have
convinced Isunc thnt Ksnu wus unfit
to be the bend of the house which was
In line of the covenant blessing.
II. Rebekah's Scheme to Frustrate
Isaac's Plan (vv.
Having heard Isaac's Instiictlnns to
Esnu, she took stops to divert the father's blessing from Ksau to Jacob.
She knew it was Cod's will that Jacob
should have the birthright, but had no
scruples ns to what method should be
used In Its accomplishment.
1. Hebekuh's Instructions
to Jacob
(vv.

Rapid Action.
"Charley, dear." said young Mrs. Tork- Ins, "I wish you wouldn't Had fault
with my pronunciation when I read
aloud."
"But the way you skip over the geo
graphical names Is something

d

fr

1

GOI.DBN

truth with his neighbor.

egg.
Quick

gg

Western
Union.)

D. D
Mood

JACOB DECEIVES HIS FATHER.

More Than Skeptical,
"Well, Dick, how's business?" said
one traveling salesman meeting another.
"Rotten J" was the unswer. "How It
upon taste, season It with you?"
"fine! Simply fine! On my Inst
and the amount one
wishes to expend. A trip I sold one man a $0,000 bill and
lJ!Ul04NNlr6rd4riln
IB"
Hi simple cri'am snup is another one $5,000."
Comwm
"So? Well, I think I ought to get
wholesome, easy to
prepare nnd Inexpensive, so why slight a commission on those sales."
the cream soup?
"Whnddye mean, you ought to get a
Cream of Cheese Soup. Slice a commission on those sales?"
"Sure I ought to. If you hadn't met
large onion into a pint of water and
boil until tender. Hemove the onion me you wouldn't have made 'eiu."
und add two cupfuls of milk with a
pinch of soda. Tour this liquid upon
one tublespoonful of butter und flour
cooked together
When the mixture
thickens add half a cupful of grated
cheese and one well beaten egg. Season with suit mill pepper and serve
Do not boll ul'ter adding the
luit.

wear this shape becomingly. At ,;m
right a silk hat has a fine pk.ltvd
frill about the face and plaited
pulled out so that only the
simple construction. Most of the hats
marks of the plaits are left ii tlri
of this character are made of silk or about
the hnse of the crown. Hats
satin satin Is, in fct. In the
like these are made In colors to match
dent but they may be made of other suits and frocks, or In blacks.
Very dark
fabrics, as broadcloth, duvetyn, velvet, brown nnd black hold
commanding p,,.
and occasionally fur fabrics, or other sitlons In you lh ful
millinery, and! fjese
of the soft and very pliable materials hats are expected to
do much strviee.
which are used In coats anil frocks.
The remaining hat is n dress! rr bit
For the young woman at school a more of
girlish headweor. Its underb Mm Is
appropriate little group could hardly faced with shirred crepe
geoigette,
be assembled than the four models nnd
loops of ribbon cover the snootu
shown above.
fabric on the upper brim, which might
At the top a sprightly sinnll hat Is be either satin or
velvet. Hnvlnr
made of satin. It has a soft crown
to the extravagance of looped COLORS THAT BEGIN TO WIN a Rklrt that clings to the hips, goes In
and narrow brim plaited nnd turned gone
at the ankles nnd knees, then spread
ribbons
nnd
this hat' con
up at the front. Two strands of those serves In the shirrlngs,
out Into a little froth over the feet
matter
of
mid
Tobac
trimmlr,
Burgundy,
Deep
Blue,
beads
that milliners
colored wooden
Midnight
which Is kicked aside as the wearer
nuu uiswn a
co Brown and a Silver Blue
nftnn found nyf i.lneo
.. """"" " finish
,
walks. There Is a round bodice, wltlf
fnitioea
.una
Frock.
1.
I
Mermaid
n
The
am
oniinn'l
I....,.........!
...
u i . Adaimjiiud
i
PTioH a
a round decolletnge, nnd two very flat
across the front.
pieces that extend below the girdle on
French
gowns
of
the
Rn
far
buying
The tnm in nil sorts of Interpretathe hips. The sleeves are like lins,
stnrted
hnve
not
just
has
begun. They
tions, from the most casual to the
very short and pointed at the back.
from
their
make
to
appearance
most dignified of styles, appears In
A woman with yellow hair cotjld
as
the
as
But
far
shipments.
wear this frock and pass for a mermillinery for both maid iiiyl matron".
Friendship.
as
and
have
run,
fnshlom
American
The basis and pinuuif.vork of frinadAt the left a tarn made of navy blue
settled Itself maid. The gown Is of so supple and
taffeta reminds one of the flat hats ship is the forgetting of Relf throtith far ns the season has
a texture that when It Is
broad
a
into
highway on which transparent
corded band that sympathy which must alw.'iys tt-- down
in the hand It shrinks Into nothingof the navy. It has
win
will
colors
that
the
we
will
tread,
about the head and many girls can 1st between friends.
ness like a balloon with the air out
out are midnight blue, deep Burgundy, of It.
a
nnd
blue,
brown
light
tobacco
silvery
lon velvets, together with but sUgJitlj asserts a fashion writer.
Pile Fabrics Favored.
Interlined Coats.
Is a remarkable
velthere
the
less
chiffon
way,
liberal qualities of velveteens, velBlack and
By
Some very
new fall
vets are reported by New lork factory ours, nnd some corduroys. It would new gown in this silvery blue. It used coats have
not a thread of wool In
be called lake blue, and It may still
representatives to be among the most nppenr that the volume of badness to
that name, for It has a peculiar their outer fabric. They are made of
popular weaves of the various pile for the season Is to depend entirely go by
shimmer of white over It like surface heavy satin and are lined with bright
fabrics for fall which have been sell- or the rate of production which th
water
moonlight It Is worth de- colored soft satin of equally substaning steadily and consistently since the mills are able to maintain.
In detail because It la new tial quality. Between the outer and
scribing
mansummer.
Dress
of
the
early part
Inner satin surfaces is a warm Interand most alluring.
The Cry for Peace.
ufacturers are said to have placed
The gown made In It Is a mermaid lining, sometime of flannel, sometime
Knlcker What la the question wltk
erne very liberal recorders for th,!
frock, and all the material used la of cotton batting. The line of these
be found In the Germany?
ret re where It conld Retailers
coat are loose and graceful and somefrom
Booker Whether she has axpaav crinkled Into a machine pleating that tunes a
desired colorings.
far collar add to the comfort
Is Oner than anything we have ever
of
also
have
the
eoced
country
ssny parts
change f heart or aV rt known.
e
It la a
frock, with and smartness.
or
Mklof farther supplies of caif- youthful
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These hats are distinctly
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DAY LUNCHEONS.
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In design the breezy young American
Is written In their snmrt tines and

Keep posted for conditions are
changing from duy to day und the
past Is unlike the present.
Suve time for time, your time, the
clerk's time, the dealer's time, the
manufacturer's time. Is the nation'
most Important asset.
Manufacturers will necessarily have
to curtail their salesmen on the road,
and the only substitute for salesmen
is "silent salesmanship," I. e., printed
Therefore retailers will
advertising.
be asked to send their orders for merchandise by mail, ttnd the best way
for manufacturers to mul;e thousands
of calls on retailers without employing sulesmeii Is through printed advertising.
Advertising, too, must be used to
tell you why yini cannot buy certain
goods, nnd to continue the good will
and trademark value of such manufacturers In the minds of the consumer nnd the dealer so that, after
we win the wur, the sule of such products can be increased and multiplied.
Ourliig the past four years no automobiles have been sold cr offered for
sale In Great ISrHuin. jet the manufacturers of automobiles have continued their advertising
unabated
with the full approval of the government, nnd their good will aud standing with the buyers will be 100 per
cent after the war, nil her than, say.
10 per cent if they had discontinued
their advertising.
So read advertisements
to keep
posted as to what to buy and also to
be Informed why you cannot buy certain brands of goods because their
manufacturers
are devoting nil of
their time to building war products to
help win the war, and keep a warm
spot in your heart for the goods no
on
the dealers"
longer available
shelves, because they, too, like our
boys overseas, will "come back" after
the war and renew old friendships,
nnd we want to be ready with our vic"Welcome
tory celebration and
home agtiln, advertised product your
company did good work for Uncle
Sam and we are going lo show our
appreciation Kv buying even more of
such products than before the war."
In that way (he advertiser's good
will will be maintained and be will
draw dividends in Increased sales
after the war to make up for the loss
of trude during the war.

DBVOTIONAL

these days
garden
s
Garden Ifl quettei.
there are foods thai (JtioulWw
eggplant
will go to waste ununtil teuder in boil
less they are taken ing suited waterlhen drain, peel nuil
care of before spoil- - mash It finely, adding brendcrumbj,
Intr
Wlmlffill nnnlnu egg, butter, und seasoning. Cool, make
1
j- that are bruised and into croquettes, roll in hooton .,.
will
" rn miulfrhttv
r..."
.,mt.. then in crumbs and fry a golden brown
"... mnL'n
J Jelly,
Jam,
marina- - in hot fut. Serve Willi a brown sauce.
Noodles With Peppers. Cook
iimm'.i, ciiiiuiey or
noodles for the family; when
for the nilnoemeat. Uemove Imtender, drain and add a small can of
perfections before, using.
When preparing grape Jelly or grape red peppers, n cupful uf stock or
Juice, save the pulp nnd make mar- gravy, salt, pepper und a tublespoonmalade; It may lie mixed with apple, ful of sweet fat. Simmer together for
ten minutes and serve hot.
thus extending the grape flavor.
Curried Cauliflower. Boil a flr.ni
Chill Sauce. Chop n half a peck of
ripe tomatoes that have been peeled, white head of caulillower In salted
add five
onions and eight water; when lender, drain und pom
green peppers, also chopped; two and-- J over it the following suuee: Melt two
a half tablespoonfuls of salt, a hulf tablespoonfuls of butter, udd a lable
cupful of brown sugar, a tablespoon-fu- l spoonful of chopped onion, two
of flour nnd one of curry
of ground cloves, a half table- spoonful of ground cinnamon, one ton- - powder, a teasioonful of chopped apspoonful of celery seed and two cup ple, cook all together then add one
fuls of vinegar. Cook slowly, stirring half cupful each of water and mill
.ecaslonn11y for an hour and a half. with salt to season, pour over tin
cauliflower and serve at once.
Bottle and seal.
Spanish Rice. Chop one small onion
Uncooked Cucumber and Onion
Chow Chow. Chop three pints of flue, add one chopped green pepper
onions nnd three quarts of seeded cu nnd cook ten minutes In two table.
cumbers, two und a half cupfuls of red spoonfuls of oil. Add four sliced to
and green peppers chopped, two cup- matoes ami a hair cupful of hot wa.
fuls of chopped celery or cabbage, one ter. Cook to the boiling point then
a
lahlespoonful of pepper, two nnd a add cupful of rice. Cook slowly one
half tnlilespoonfuls of salt, and three hour, adding more wnter If needed to
tnblespoonfuls of celery seed. Mix and keep It moist. The rice Is previously
dd mild vinegar to make of the right cooked before adding to this dish.
Carrots With Rice Scrape nnd est
consistency.
Into thick slices a dozen small
Spiced Grapes. To seven pounds of cook them tender In seasoned carrots,
stock to
ripe Concord grnpes pulped and cooked cover. Make a white sauce nnd
place
until soft nnd rubbed through a sieve,
the cooked carrots with cooked rice In
nrtd the skins nnd four pounds of
alternate layers with the white sau;e,
brown sugar, nnd a quart of vinegar, season
well, cover with buttered'
cook an hour nnd a half or until the
crumbs and bake until the crumbs are
M;lns nre tender. Add a tablespoon- fill of ground cloves, the same of cin brown.
namon, and n half teaspoonful of.
rhite pepper. Cook ten minutes long
er, then seal In sterile Jars.
good-size-

Lesson
(Copyright,
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SUMSOI00L

Manufacturers and Dealer Have Much
to Tell the Public, Through the
Newspaper Column.

Teacher of English Bible in the
Bible Institute of Chicago.)

ICE. tnsty hot soup Is
a dish which Is wortli
while to serve for
of
the
beginning
noonday iiieal. The
kind of soup depends
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FOR WINTER.

READ "ADS" TO KEEP POSTED

(By REV.

Dreams, books, sre each a world; and
books we know
Are a substantial world, both pure
and good:
Round these, with tendrils strong as
flesh and bWiud,
Our pastime and our happiness will
grow.
-- William Wordsworth.
EVERY

nraovED imiroRN mTEiiUTioRtt

I

HrWfc ON6,

WON'T

LET Mfc

Mi
Contrary Ways.
"When Will called, Belle mudo I
too hot for him to stay."
"What did she do?"
"Why, she acted like a perfec
Icicle."
Winning Humility.
young chap has n

Father Dut the
prospects.

daughter Why, papa; he's meel
enough to Inherit two earths!
BOY SCOUT DOINGS.
A troop In Seminole, Fln cleaned
up the cemetery nnd helped to plant
(he school yard in grass.
A lady In Portsmouth, N. H., found
her house In flames after leaving an
electric flntlron. She signaled to a
boy scout who wnssalling on a rnfl
some distance away. The scout knew
It would be slow work getting the raft
ashore, so he plunged Into the river
nnd swam to the burning building.
Coupling up the garden hose, he soon
tad the fire under control.

So many things are happening along
the front that apparently the German
press has given up trying to tell about
any of them.
Do not permit to hang Idly In the
closets any slacker old clothes that
should do duty this winter In northern
France and Belgium.
Btefansson has discovered an arctic Island as bit as Ireland. Bat are
there materials on this Island for making an Irish stawt That' an important anastluB- -

She sent Jacob to bring two kids
from the goats, promising thnt she
would make savory meat, such as Isaac
loved.
She knew that Isaac's weak
spot was his stomach.
2. Jacob's hesitancy (w.
Ho foresaw the diillculty and danger
which confronted him. Uls hesitancy
was not because he had conscientious
scruples against doing the deed, but
was afraid of being found out. Some
have a desire to do evil, but refrain
from It because they are afraid of being caught. Itebckah undertakes to
bear the cure thnt may come, so
Jacob's scruples are set aside. She
clothes him with Ksnu's raiment, aud
places Into his hands the food.
III. Jacob Deceives Esau (vv.
1. Interview
between Isaac and
Jacob (vv.
The quickness with which the
savory meat was brought, aroused sus
picion In the mind of Isaac. In order
to allay that suspicion Jacob deliberately lied. He not only lied, but blasphemed the nnme of God in declaring
that his success was due to the help
of Jehovuh. This lie Is urn In repeated when Isaac questions him furl her.
One He calls fur another.
Having
started on the road of deception he
was obliged to lie In order to cover
up his deceit.
2. The paternal blessing (vv.
It embodied the following particulars: (1) A 'fertile soil nnd abundant
products (v. 28). Man Is dependent
upon God fur the fruitage of the soil.
Few slop to consider their obligation
to him for temporal blessings, (2)
National
(v. 211). Cod
was to give him a numerous and powerful offspring. Tills has In a large
measure been fulfilled, but In u still
larger measure It remains to be fulfilled.
(3)
among bis
kindred (v. 2!)). "The elder shall serve
the younger." (4) The object of
God's especial care (v. 29).
Being
God's choice, God obligates himself
to care for him. Those who would
misuse Jacob would sutler; those who
would favor Jacob would be favored.
Those who are chosen of God enjoy
his special care, and woe be to him
who would dare to molest them. This
Included temporal and spiritual blessings. Huppy Is he who enjoys the
friendship of God.
IV. Esau's Remorse (vv. .10.19).
Scarcely had Isaac ceased blessing
Jacob till Esau came for the blessing.
The secret was now out. Lying and
deceit cannot long be hid. In the face
of what had been done, Isaac shakos
with fear. No doubt this Is due to the
manifest presence of Jehovah. Ksnu
While
gives forth a terrible wall.
shedding bitter tears of disappointment, he rages with pasilon und plans
to murder Jacob after Isaac's death.
This is a most bitter experience for
Esau, but he Is merely reaping what
he sowed. Fur n brief Indulgence of
his flesh he sold bis birthright.
SLiy
Ksau's folly warn ns of choosing fleshly Indulgence raiher than spiritual
blessings. Whenever one turns from
the love of God to (he gratification of
worldly lusts, he Is guilty of Ksau's
profanlly.

Monarch's Hobby Is Botany.
King Ferdinand of I'ulgaria is said
to have one redeeming virtue. He is
considered the best botanist In eastern
At his summer residence
Europe.
just under Musalla, the highest peak
lit the Ithodope range, he bus, or used
to have, n wonderful
a here not only Alpine and
plants are grown, but even representative specimens from England, as well
ns many rare native 1'ulgarian mountain plants. These last have peculiar
scientillc Interest, for, while some of
them are mere varieties of Carpathian
or Alpine types, others correspond
closely to those of the Caucasus ami
Asiatic highlands thus dating from
i. period before the two continents
were divided by the Dardanelles
while a few others, like the lovely Bulgarian gentian, are Indigenous flowers
not found elsewhere.
But summer
succeeds so quickly to the time of
melting snows that the full glory of
spring flowers on the Ithodope rnngo
is seldom seen except by the shepherds of the mountain pastures.
rock-garde-

e
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K ll the Spider.
story Is told of a Christian saint
who preyed frequently in the i rayer
service of his church. Ills prayer invariably contained the queer phrase.
' Lord, brush
away the cobwebs:"
This petition in due course of time
became very irksome to a second
brother, who tired of hearing It repented so often. At length, "Lord!"
cried he, "our brother hath often be
sought theo to brush away the cobwebs, for many years he hath asked
this of thee. We beseech thee that
Thon wilt, by Thy grace, enable him
to change the form of his prayer. Let
his voice no longer ask that the cobwebs be cleared away, but let his cry
henceforth Be, "Lord, kill the spider!'"
Brotherhood men can learn a great
truth from this Incident In dealing
with the problems that more and more
press for a solution, and In which the
movement roost do It part, brushing
away the cobwebs will not avail the
spider or the cause most be destroyed.
If the remedy U to be a
A

a

Candy's Value Recognized.
Fifty years ago the candy of the
country was almost Invariahly hard
and coarse, and much of It unwholesome. Now the making of it bus become n line art. nnd the wizard of
concoction and flavoring has n fortune at his command. Pure candy
ir. moderate quantities
Is no longer
regarded as n menace to the healthy
stomach. It has been sent to American and British soldiers, while we
have a recent, unconfirmed tradition
that the lure of the gumdrop will enlist an Eskimo to almost any service.
As candy takes Its place among the
aitlcles that go to make up high living, wo may assume that Its consumption, even per capita, is steadily on
the Increase. Boston Transcript.
Airplane Cameras.
The airplane camera Is fixed either
to the side cif the machine or below It.
It must be and Is of signal reliability.
Plates add weight to the cargo of nn
airplane, nnd tl ere must be no wastage through Ine'flciency in the camera.
Aerial photographers are the detectives of the nlr. A mark appearing at
a spot where t o mark was visible In
a previous plntograph of the samo
plneo timy Indicate some Important
change lu the enemy's organization,
tint extreme can' is taken to Insure
tt.nt the mark Is not the result of a
fortuitous linger print. Thumb murks
nre the deadly sin in the royal air
forre photographic service.
More Diversified Farming.
In the census report of ri.:!il.502
farms In the United States In 1P10, no
lie's mental picture of a typical farm
is verilicd by general facts, duly one
Top, Indian coin, was prcditeod on
more than
of the farms
precise
being 7."i.7.
t'tily two corps were produced on
of the farms or more, and these
were hay. with ?X per cent nnd potatoes, with fill percent. Apples, with
40.SI per cent, nearly
reached this
class. Cn more than
of the
farms only three other crops were
oats. .14.2 mt cent ; peaches,
20 tier cent; and cotton, 2G.'.) per cent
ihree-fonrtl-

tl--

pcrc-titag-

one-ha- lf

one-fourl-h

His Excuse.
One Camp Custer rookie claimed- he
should have a deferred classification
and to substantiate his allegation re:
ferred to Deuteronomy
"When a mnn hath taken a new
wife be shall not go to war, neither
shall be be charged with any business,
but he shall be free at home for one
rear and shall cheer op his wife whlck
be has token."
"Well," said one of the army clerks
after siting up the bird making the
claim, "I guess she wonld need cheer- lug np if the picked off that lemon."
24-5-
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OFFICIAL

CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF
General and Personal

NEWS NOTES
FROM CAMP

CODY

Brigadier General Jas. R. Lindsay,
of Camp Fremont, California, is the
new commanding officer of Camp
Cody, He was formerly colonl of
the 62nd Infantry and has always
been an infantry officer. He was a
member of the class of 1890 at West
Po;nt and has seen much active service in the Philippines, China, Cuba
Gen. Lindsay
and on the border.
has a pleasant personality q"itc simitar to his friend, General Pershing,
and although a firm disciplinarian,
has always enjoyed the highest esteem of the troons in his command.
Col Carl. A. Martin. Acting Division Commander, has been chief of
staff. I.ieut. Col. Louis R. flail former acting ch:ef of slaff, has been
made first assistant.
Fir't Lieutenant R. Y. Copelin, who
for the past fourteen months has
been the Genernl's aide He camp
The
him from Fremont.
Genera' has two ons, one now at
West Point, and the other iltst
General and Mrs
to enter
L'nd'RV hive taken apar'nients in
the rit" durin 'he time of his service at Camp Cody.

whether the proceeds accrued to the
Red Cross. Divisional headquarters,
acting upon a suggestion from
herewith raises the
Washington,

NEW MEXICO
RED CROSS

ban placed upon such entertainments.
It is not the desire or the policy
of the American Red 'Cross to promote entertainments solely for the
purpose of raising funds, nor does
Division headquarters desire to encourage the holding of such entertainments; ratner, Divisional
desires Chatpers to be passive in the matter, but places upon
the F.vecutive Committee of each
Chapter the entire responsibility of
deciding whe'her proposed enfertain-rucn'- s
should he given for the ''cne-ti- t
ol the American Red Cross, no
general rule being made, but rather
each case be'ng taken up as an individual matter by the Executive
R.
Committee of ench Chapter.--A- .
C
Rays.

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES, CHURCHES
Here and There Over the State

Otis Sclijrman left Thursday to reRoy H. Flatnm, now a lieutenant
DOING YOUR BIT
lars, nickels, dimes, etc., rolled out
port at an officers training camp in in the United States army, invalidon the desk the clerk said. 'This
Texas.
ed after a year in foreign service
Austin,
RED CROSS ROOMS
No
w
to
done
have
YOU
be the result of a number of
what
must
help
was in Santa Fc to cast his vote in
New Museum Building
in the war?
hard years' saving."
Rev. R K. Farley, of AtlH('ier,-m--,
the election and urge support of thu
Sew;ng room open every afterAnd how have YOU stood the
The old woman replied, "Yassah,
chairman of the
kafriie, Republican ticket.
noon. 2 to 5.
ah been a saving it to bury maself,
test
(inure room open every mornw! a business visitor in the city
Have you done so much that you but ah got to thinkin' it ovah an'
luring the
li. F. SenKerson, formerly rate exing (except Saturday), 10 to
ah jui' made up mah mind it would
can't do more?
12.
for the state corporation compert
be a .heap bettah to buy a Liberty
Have you done your level best?
Mhert Gnsdnrf, travclinc salesman, mission and now traffic manager of
Every afternoon (except
Are you satisfied? Do you think Bond to help bury dat Kaisah."
with headquarter ; in Allriuerqnc, the New Mexico Central railway is
2 to 5: Thursday evento quit
wj a l"i;ncs visitor in Santa Fe i'i the east in the interests of the
ings, 7:30 to 9..W.
Steveasoa Says
Hiving' aid at your country's call?
during the week.
thriving railroad.
"Some one has written that love
Do vou pride yourself on doing your
makes people believe in immortality
Mr ipd Mrs K. A. Kinir, of Taos,
Mrs.
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Doctor
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Jose
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